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Abstract 

The potential imaging performance of infrared (IR) detectors is dependent on the noise level in the 

detector pixels. Noise measurements at pixel level can therefore provide basic understanding of the 

intrinsic limitations of detectors. Accurate noise studies with measurements at different biases and 

with high frequency resolution can however consume a lot of time; therefore, automation of this 

process is necessary. 

In this thesis, automation of a noise measurement setup has been implemented. The noise 

measurement system that has been automated has proven to work for automatically acquiring noise 

spectra from long wavelength infrared detectors of different types, such as Quantum Well Infrared 

Photodetectors (QWIPs) and Type II-superlattice (T2SL) detectors. 

The results of these studies have been used to calculate the noise gain of the detectors. It also 

has been key to determine discrepancies between different QWIP fabrication batches and helped to 

clarify the differences in performance of the detectors from those batches. Regarding T2SL, noise 

measurements on detectors with big differences in dark current have been carried out. Finally, a study 

of the impact of pixel shape in T2sL noise has been conducted. 
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Sammanfattning 

Bildkvaliteten hos bildgenererande infraröda (IR) detektorer påverkas av brusnivån i de enskilda 

pixlarna i detektormatrisen. Brusmätningar på pixelnivå kan därför ge en grundläggande förståelse 

för vad som begränsar detektorns prestanda. Noggranna studier av bruset, med mätningar vid olika 

spänningar och med hög frekvensupplösning kan dock vara väldigt tidskrävande, varför 

automatisering av dessa mätningar är nödvändigt.  

I detta examensarbete har automatisering av en brusmätuppställning för IR-detektorer 

utförts.Automatiseringen av brusmätsystemet har fungerat tillfredsställande och har använts för att 

mäta brus i olika sorters långvågiga IR-detektorer, såsom kvantbrunnsbaserade IR-detektorer (QWIP 

= Quantum well infrared photodetector) och typ-II supergitterbaserade IR-detektorer (T2SL = Type 

II superlattice).    

Resultaten av dessa studier har använts för att beräkna brusförstärkningsfaktorn i dessa 

detektorer. Studier av brusspektra från olika tillverkningsbatcher av QWIPar har varit en avgörande 

faktor för att förstå varför detektorprestanda varierar mellan olika batcher. För T2SL-baserade IR-

detektorer har studier utförts för att avgöra inverkan av pixelformen, pixelstorlek och 

mörkerströmsnivå på brusnivån i dessa detektorer. 

Nyckelord 

 Brus, Infraröd detektor, QWIP, T2SL 
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1. Introduction 
 

The objective of this thesis is to study different infrared photodetectors by characterizing their 

noise characteristics. In order to do this a noise measurement system has been setup and 

automated in order to facilitate this characterization technique.  

In this section the motivation of the project Automated noise measurement of long 

wavelength infrared photodetectors is described. The context in which the master thesis is 

developed and the challenges are presented. The delimitations of the current project and the 

structure of the thesis is also presented in the last part of this section. 

 

1.1 Context 
 

This master thesis was performed as a joint project between KTH and IRnova. IRnova is an 

independent Swedish company, supplying high-end cooled infrared detectors for imaging 

applications in commercial, industrial and military equipment. IRnova is manufacturing and 

marketing both QWIP and T2SL based photodetectors. It has become a leading company in QWIP 

manufacturing and entered production of T2SL in 2012 and is now one of the main suppliers of 

T2SL technology worldwide. 

The School of EECS is one of the five schools at KTH, this school conducts research and 

education within in electrical engineering, computer science, and information and 

communication technology. More specifically, the electronics department has long expertise in 

electrical characterization of noise and fluctuations in semiconductor devices. 

In this project, IRnova provided the different components for the measurement setup and 

the QWIP and T2SL samples for the studies, while KTH supported in the analysis of the noise 

measurements and methodology for trouble shooting of the measurement setup.  

 

1.1. Problem definition 
 

In an ongoing project for the European space agency, IRnova develops T2SL detector arrays for 

very long wavelength infrared (VLWIR) imaging (cut off wavelengths: 11.5 and 14.5 um). These 

detectors show very good performance in terms of quantum efficiency and dark current, however, 

the potential imaging performance of these detectors is also dependent on the noise level in each 

detector element in the array. To study the intrinsic noise in these detectors, a noise measurement 

station for cooled measurements was setup to enable characterization of the detectors at single 

pixel level.   

To get the full picture of the influence of the noise on the detector performance, data needs 

to be collected for several biases, with high resolution in the frequency domain. The data collection 

can be quite time consuming (several hours), which necessitates automation of these 

measurements.  Furthermore, the noise measurement station has to be adaptable to several 

detector technologies like T2SL of QWIP, which have very different bias dependencies of the 

noise. The noise level could vary significantly between different measurements, due to differences 

in cut off wavelengths of the detectors, biases and pixel size. This sets additional requirements on 

flexibility of the measurement setup.  

1.2. Purpose 
 

The main purpose of the project is to get a better understanding on noise mechanism in both 
QWIP and T2SL. Characterization of noise in these structures at a pixel or array level will help to 
establish the limitations of the detector in terms of signal to noise ratio. 
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Acquiring noise spectra for different biases will help to establish the direct relation between 
noise and current in the detectors. The noise gain will be calculated for different detectors. A 
proper relation between the dark current and the noise in the T2SL and QWIP will help the 
development of a model that calculates and predicts the performance of the detector. 

Moreover, the noise study will also be used to identify possible issues with material quality 
or processing in the different detector fabrication batches. The detector noise of single pixels of 
different sizes could be used to identify noise contributions related to bulk current and surface 
leakage currents, respectively, and by comparing noise levels from single pixels with noise at the 
detector array level, potential issues in the fabrication process may be identified.  Regarding T2SL, 
the influence of different pixel shapes will also be characterized, to investigate if the surface 
leakage could be minimized by optimizing the shape of the pixel.  

 

1.3. Goals 
 

The present project is built around two main goals: to assemble and automate a noise 

measurement setup and to use this setup to study the noise characteristics of QWIP and T2SL 

detectors. The requirements of the noise measurement set up are listed below: 

• Fully automated  

• Able to run a bias sweep 

• Adaptable to QWIPs and T2SL of different shape and size 

• Immune to external disturbances 

• High resolution spectra  

• Provide evolution of the noise spectra with bias 

 

To fulfil these requirements, the noise measurement system has been studied and the 

limitations introduced by each element in the system investigated.  Moreover, a post processing 

procedure to filter the signal to remove potential disturbances has been developed. Finally, the 

system has been calibrated to known standards. All these studies are presented in the section: 

Noise measurement setup. 

Secondly, measurements and successive analysis of the noise in the QWIP and T2SL has been 

performed. For QWIPs, a bias dependence study was carried out at single pixel level for different 

production batches and different pixel sizes. This data was compared with the noise measured for 

corresponding detector arrays. With this information the noise gain of these devices was 

calculated.   

The low frequency noise component was also studied for QWIP and its generation and 

recombination dependence has been evaluated. Noise caused by epi-level defects or surface states 

generated by mesa side wall etching has been studied. T2SL noise spectra for different biases has 

been measured at pixel level. Different pixel sizes and shapes were evaluated, and the noise gain 

calculated. 

 

 

1.4. Delimitations 
 

Due to the limited time frame of this project (6 months), certain delimitations of the scope of the 

project were needed and the project tasks must be clear and concise. 

The first delimitation in this project is that all measurements were performed at one 

temperature. The noise system works with a liquid nitrogen refrigeration at 77 K, which sets the 
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lower limit to the temperature that can be measured. It would have been very beneficial to be able 

to study the noise evolution with temperature, however, the implementation of this feature would 

have extended the timeline of the project significantly. Including another element in the 

measurement system would also mean another interface to be controlled by the software.  

Moreover, the low conductivity of the sample holder places a doubt in the accurate temperature 

setting of the sample. The temperature controller has already been purchased by IRnova, and will 

be included at a later stage.  

An alternative to the liquid nitrogen refrigeration would have been the purchase of a Helium 

cooled cryogenic chamber. This would, however, have been even more time consuming, and could 

therefore not be included in this project. 

Regarding the measurements there are several limitations set by the measurement system 

itself: 

• The inherent noise of the system sets a lower limit to the noise levels that can be 
measured.  

• The amplifier has only seven possible amplifications (1E3-1E9 V/A in low noise 
configuration) 

• The finite amount of liquid nitrogen in the cooling the sample limits the time for the study 
of the samples. 

• External disturbances can affect to the signal during the noise study 

A complete study of the noise set up is presented in section Noise measurement setup, this 

includes the noise floor analysis, together with the calibration of the system and the post 

processing of the signal to remove the disturbances.  

Another limitation is that only one sample can be measured at a time. The automation of a 

multidevice system presents some additional complication with new noise sources added by 

switching between different devices and also adds some complexity in the communication with 

different devices. A programming interface capable of controlling several devices is preferable to 

a more interactive application like LabVIEW. For that reason, Python was chosen as the 

programming interface. 

Finally, another delimitation comes with the samples that will be analyzed. All the samples 

used in this study where fabricated before the initiation of the project. Fortunately, there were 

samples available with quite a variety of pixel shapes and sizes suited for the study and reliable 

trends can be extracted from them.  

 

1.6. Structure of the thesis 
 

This thesis is focused on two parts: Automation of a noise measurement station and Measurement 

of the noise in QWIP and T2SL infrared detectors. The work performed is described in six 

sections: 

1. Introduction. It presents the frame under which this project has been carried out, the 

present section discusses the goals and purpose of the thesis and the limitations and 

structure of the work 

2. Background. This section describes the technology used at IRnova both the QWIP 

structures and the T2SL structures used for infrared detection. A description of the 

mathematical tools used for noise analysis is also presented, as well as the type of noise 

that can be found in infrared detectors. After describing the noise sources the potential 

benefits of noise characterization are mentioned. 

3. Noise measurement setup. In this section the measurement station is presented. The 

description covers the architecture used, the elements for the measurement and the 

software. Finally, it includes the calibration used for the detection of noise and the 

characterization of the noise floor. 
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4. Noise in QWIP. Results of the measurements in QWIPs regarding single pixel and arrays. 

Noise gain calculation and evaluation of the low frequency component of the detectors. 

5. Noise in T2SL detectors. Results of the measurement is the T2SL. Evaluation of shape 

and size contributions, and noise gain calculations. 

6. Conclusions. The final section presents the evaluation of the project. The achieved goals, 

the limitations and the projection of the future work are assessed. 

In the last part of the thesis, two appendices are included. The first one regarding the script 

used for the acquisition and processing of the noise signal. The second is a collection of the 

measurements performed in all the QWIP samples. 
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2. Background 
 

As presented in the Introduction this project has two main parts: the automation of a noise 

measurement setup and the analysis of noise in infrared detectors. The background chapter 

therefore covers two main areas: firstly, a description of the infrared detector technologies studied 

and secondly, an introduction to noise analysis ranging from the possible types of noise to 

information extracted from it. 

 

2.1. IR detector technology 
 

Photodetection relies on the on either interband or intersubband transitions of carriers. A photon 

incident on the photodetector transmits its energy to an electron inside the photodetector 

material. The electron is excited to a higher energy level (for instance across a bandgap) and is 

thereafter collected as a photocurrent in an external circuit. This photocurrent is then processed 

as a signal. The use of several parallel detectors can result in an image correlated with the amount 

of radiation detected. 

The energy of the photon has to be equal to or larger than the energy required for the electron 

to be promoted to a higher energy level 𝑬𝒑𝒉𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒏 = 𝒉𝝂 ≥ 𝑬𝟐 − 𝑬𝟏. In IR photodetectors in mid-wave 

and long wavelength ranges the energy of the incoming photon to be detected are very low (~80-

400 meV). For low energy photons, detection is possible by using narrow bandgap materials such 

as HgCdTe, InAsSb or InSb. Another possibility is the use of quantum structures that artificially 

create a narrow bandgap by combining different high bandgap materials. This approach is used 

at IRnova and in this section such structures, QWIP and T2SL are presented. 

2.1.1 Quantum Well Infrared Photodetector 

The QWIP is a photodetector that makes uses of intersubband transitions to absorb low energy 
photons. The detection principle of-quantum well structures for infrared photodetection can be 
explained by using the basic principles of quantum mechanics, more specifically the “particle in a 
box” problem.  

Solving the Schrodinger equation of a quantum well surrounded by infinite barriers gives rise 
to discrete energy levels (i.e. the eigenvalues of the equation) inside the quantum well: 

 
𝑬𝒏 = 𝒉𝒇𝒏 =

𝒉𝟐𝒏𝟐

𝟖𝒎∗𝑳𝟐
 

(1) 

Where 𝒉 is the plack constant, 𝑳 is the width of the quantum well, 𝒎∗ the effective mass of 
the particle and 𝒏 an integer. Thus, the transition between the ground and the first exited level of 
the quantum well is: 

 
𝑬𝟐 − 𝑬𝟏 =

𝟑𝒉𝟐

𝟖𝒎∗𝑳𝟐
 

(2) 

This expression shows that a transition in a quantum well does not only depend on the 
physical properties of the quantum well material (𝒎∗) but it also depends on the width of the well, 
𝑳.  The detection wavelength of the QWIP can consequently partly be tailored by controlling the 
width (layer thickness) of the quantum well and also by the barrier height, which is set by the 
material properties of the barrier. This can be compared to a regular bulk photodetector, in which 
the detection wavelength is limited by the bandgap of the intrinsic material: 𝑬𝒃𝒂𝒏𝒅𝒈𝒂𝒑 = 𝑬𝟐 − 𝑬𝟏 =

𝒉𝝂, i.e. only photons with energies (𝒉𝝂) larger than the bandgap will be detected.  
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Under this concept quantum well infrared photodetectors are designed by depositing a thin 
layer of low bandgap semiconductor between two high bandgap semiconductor layers. This 
arrangement the quantum well structure results in energy bands like in Fig.1. In this structure the 
excitation of an electron between the ground state (E1, Fig. 1) of the conduction band to the first 
exited state (E2, Fig. 1) of the conduction band can be promoted by an infrared photon. The same 
transition can occur between hole energy levels (H1, H2, Fig. 1) in the valence band.  

 

Figure 1. Energy band structure of a quantum well. The energy levels allow low photon energy 
intersubband transitions and regular transitions across the bandgap. 

For the construction of these structures the lattice matched GaAs/AlxGa1-x material is widely 
used [1] because the bandgap of AlxGa1-x As can be changed continuously by tuning the molar ratio 
x. The control over the bandgap of the barrier offers control over the height of the quantum well 
and therefore control of the number of energy levels inside the quantum well. The quantum well 
structure is normally designed with the second energy level (E2) close to the conduction band 
edge (Ec) to enable the exited carries to escape from the well so that they can be collected as 
photocurrent in the detector.  

Control over the barrier height together with the layer thickness enables the intersubband 
transition to be varied over a wide wavelength range, covering all the Infrared range from the 
short-wavelength infrared (SWIR:1-3µm) to the very long infrared (VLIR>12µm). 

For an efficient detector several quantum wells (normally on the order of 10-50 [1]) have to 
be stacked together [1]. For the photocarriers to be collected by the electric circuit a bias is applied 
across the structure. A major problem when biasing such structure is the dark current, i.e. current 
that flows across the biased detector without the need of a photon to generate the carries. Dark 
current in QWIP is mainly generated by thermionic excitation of carriers from the ground level to 
higher energy levels with subsequent transport to the contacts. 

Several design possibilities of the two-state quantum well have been investigated by different 
research groups. The design shown in Fig. 1 represents a ‘bound to bound’ structure, in which the 
two energy levels are confined inside the quantum well. One variant is the ‘bound to continuum’ 
structure Fig.2A, in which the quantum well width is decreased to allow only one energy level 
inside the quantum well. This design allows the photoexcited electron to escape directly to the 
continuum without tunneling. In this configuration, less bias is required, and consequently less 
dark current is generated. Moreover, the layers are allowed to be thicker without reducing the 
collection efficiency since the structure is tunneling independent. 
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Figure 2. A: Energy band structure of a "bound to continuum” quantum well. B: Energy band 
structure of a “bound to quasi continuum” quantum well 

Another design is the ‘bound to quasi continuum’ structure in which the well thickness is fine 
tuned to align the first exited state of the well with the energy band edge of the surrounding 
material. This structure increases the thermionic barrier since it becomes the same as 
photoionization energy, approximately 10-14 mV higher than the thermionic barrier in the ‘bound 
to continuum’ structure [1]. Since the thermionic excitation is the main factor of the dark current 
for detectors with temperatures above 45K, this structure allows a huge decrease of the dark 
current. 

Dark current in QWIP is also the main noise source, and therefore the limiting factor in the 
device performance when in come to analyze the SNR. Noise coming from a flowing current is 
further explained in section 2.2.3 Shot noise, a complete analysis of the noise generated by the 
dark current in IRnova QWIP is presented in the 4. Noise in QWIP section. 

2.1.2 Type-II superlattice 

A superlattice (SL) structure consist of a periodic alternation of thin layers of different 
semiconductors. When used for infrared detection, the superlattices are based on materials from 
the 6.1Å family of III-V materials. This family consist of three semiconductors with lattice 
constants of around 6.1 Å: InAs, GaSb, and AlSb. Using a combination of these materials enables 
growth of thick detector structures that are lattice matched (or strain balanced) to the substrate 
(normally GaSb).  

The energy bandgaps of these materials at room temperature range from 0.36 eV (InAs) to 
1.61 eV (AlSb). The relative alignment of the three bandgaps are shown in Fig. 3, and illustrates 
three different band alignment types:  

• Type-I band alignment (nested, or straddling) is for instance achieved when combining 
GaSb and AlSb layers, meaning that the smaller band gap of GaSb is completely inside the 
larger bandgap of AlSb 

• Type- II staggered band alignment is achieved when forming superlattices of InAs and AlSb 
(InAs bandgap partly outside AlSb bandgap) 

• Type-II broken gap band alignment is obtained when forming InAs/GaSb superlattices, 
with the two bandgaps fully misaligned (also called Type-III)  

A B 
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Between the GaSb/AlSb, InAs/AlSb, and InAs/GaSb material pairs, respectively, there is 
considerable flexibility in forming a rich variety of alloys and superlattices. 

 

Figure 3. Energy bands alignment from the heterostructures resulting from the combination of 
the 6.1Å III-V materials. 

The combination of InAs and GaSb is of special interest as it enables a great design flexibility. 
The alignment between the InAs conduction band and the GaSb valence band makes the electrons 
and holes spatially separated and localized in either the InAs or the GaSb layer (Fig. 3). The 
electrons are mainly localized in the InAs layers while the holes are confined in the GaSb layers. 
This results in that the conduction band energy level is governed by the InAs layer, while the 
valence band energy level is governed by the GaSb layer. The cut off wavelength of a detector made 
out with this structure can therefore be tuned by varying either the InAs or the GaSb thickness 
which gives great degree of freedom to tailor the bandgap of the superlattice within the infrared 
region.  

  

 

Figure 4. Energy band structure resulting from depositing several Ga(In)Sb/InSb quantum 
wells. 

With the very thin layers used in the superlattices the wavefunctions spread also into the 
neighboring layers (Fig 4.). T2SL detectors make use of the overlap between the electron and hole 
wavefunctions for absorption of the infrared light, the more overlap the higher the absorption 
strength. The overlap between neighboring wavefunctions is also crucial for the transport of 
photogenerated carriers to the contact layers, which occurs through the minibands (Fig. 4) formed 
by the overlapping wavefunctions.  

A key feature for the good performance of T2SL infrared detectors is the high quantum 
efficiency. Growing the material layers with high quality and low defect density results in a high 
absorption coefficient and a large diffusion length, enhancing the quantum efficiency. Moreover, 
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the possibility of combining different types of lattice matched superlattices in the same structure 
is very useful when designing the T2SL detector structure.  Very powerful detector structures are 
enabled by bandgap engineering, such as the unipolar barrier structures (nBn, XBn, HOT BIRD, 
M-structures, etc.). In these detector structures, unipolar barriers are used to block the majority 
carriers current without impeding the flow of minority carriers [1]. 

Another key feature is low dark current. T2sL present a key benefit over bulk material as this 
structure is virtually immune to Auger recombination, which is the dominating dark current 
mechanism in for instance HgCdTe detectors. In an Auger recombination processes the minority 
electron recombines with the majority holes across the bandgap. Although the lattice constant of 
both materials is similar there is an induced strain generated in the growth of the lattice. The 
strain in the interfaces generates a split between the light holes (lh) and heavy holes (hh) of the 
valence band comparable to the one between the conduction band and the heavy holes bands, see 
Fig.4. Therefore, the energy and momentum conservation laws in those Auger transitions are 
difficult to achieve, since it is hard to find a matching hh-lh transitions for conduction-hh 
transitions and therefore the Auger recombination process becomes negligible. Instead, for most 
T2SL detectors, generation recombination (GR) processes are the dominating dark current 
components.   

Another possible contribution to the dark current is surface leakage current along the mesa 
side walls. Traditionally, surface leakage current has been a major challenge to prevent for 
superlattice based detectors and arrays.  Surface leakage emanates from the presence of a nonzero 
surface potential at the sidewall interface [2,3], or interfacial traps resulting from contaminants 
deposited in the production process [4]. Noise measurements highlight the need of surface 
leakage suppression. High surface leakage current prevents full operation of the detector due to 
the high 1/f noise and also it can lead to excess of charging of the ROIC and cause saturation [5]. 

 

2.2 Noise 
 
All electronic signals experience some perturbance from the targeted value due to the presence of 

noise. If noise is significant in relation to the signal value, the signal becomes difficult to 

distinguish. Ultimately noise limits the minimum signal level that can be processed in a circuit. 

This limitation can come from external sources, for example radio interference, or from internal 

random fluctuation in the electron transport of the elements of the circuit. 

Noise is a fundamental characteristic of electronic devices, since it limits the performance of 

the device.  True noise is a random process and therefore unpredictable, but it can be 

characterized with the proper mathematical treatment. In this chapter a description of the 

mathematical tools used for noise analysis is presented. After that, the potential of noise 

characterization is described. Finally, thermal, shot, generation and recombination and 1/f noise 

are introduced. 

2.2.1 Noise analysis 

The spontaneous and random perturbation of the signal can be represented using the 
mathematical description presented in [6] as: 

 

 𝑣(𝑡) = 𝑣𝑠(𝑡) + 𝑣𝑛(𝑡) (3) 

 

where 𝑣𝑠(𝑡) represent the signal bias and 𝑣𝑛(𝑡) the randomly fluctuating component of the overall 
signal. The physical nature of 𝑣𝑛(𝑡) prevents it from being predictable.   

 To characterize noise, one could think of averaging the noise value over a certain period 
of time, but the randomness of the process would lead to a null value since amplitude from 

different times would cancel out. Instead, the average noise power (𝑣𝑛
2̅̅ ̅) of a circuit is a very useful 

tool to characterize and predict the behavior of most electronic devices: 
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𝑣𝑛
2̅̅ ̅  =

1

𝑇
∫ 𝑣𝑛(𝑡)2𝑑𝑡

𝑇
2

−
𝑇
2

→ 𝑃 =
𝑣𝑛

2̅̅ ̅

𝑅𝐿

 

(4) 

 

where 𝑣𝑛
2̅̅ ̅ is expressed in V2 . The idea is that once 𝑣𝑛

2̅̅ ̅ is calculated the actual power delivered to a 
load 𝑅𝐿  can be calculated as in 4. 

 

The concept of the average noise power becomes more useful if it is defined in the frequency 
domain. The power spectral density (PSD) gives information about how the noise power is 
distributed over frequency. More specifically, the PSD, 𝑆𝑣(𝑓), of a noise waveform 𝑣(𝑡) is defined 
as the average power carried by a 1 Hz bandwidth around 𝑓. 

 

The PSD of the noise current and noise voltages have units of V2/Hz and A2/Hz, respectively. 
The root mean square noise voltage is the square root of the noise voltage power: 

 

 

𝑣𝑛,𝑟𝑚𝑠 = √𝑣𝑛
2̅̅ ̅ = √∫ 𝑆𝑣𝑑𝑓

𝑓2

𝑓1

≈ √
1

𝑇
∫ 𝑣𝑛(𝑡)2𝑑𝑡

𝑇
2

−
𝑇
2

 

 

(5) 

where 𝑣𝑛 is the noise voltage, 𝑆𝑣 is the PSD of the noise voltage, ∆𝑓 = 𝑓2 − 𝑓1. The last expression 
suggests how 𝑣𝑛,𝑟𝑚𝑠  can be measured. The same description can be applied to current noise 

calculations. Note that the averaging time 𝑇 should be long enough, some multiple of 1/𝑓1, to hold 
that expression.  This is the reason why accurate noise measurements take so much time, and one 
of the reasons to automate those measurements. In the description of the spectrum analyzer 
section, the limitations relation of frequency resolution and acquisition time are exposed.  

2.2.2 Thermal noise 

Thermal Noise (Johnson-Nyquist, noise) is the electronic noise generated by the thermal agitation 
of the charge carriers inside an electrical conductor. It is independent of the applied voltage and 
sets a lower limit on the noise of an electric circuit. Thermal noise is present in all electrical 
circuits. To reduce its impact on the device performance, IR detectors are operated at low 
temperature using cryogenic coolers. 

 

 The current generated by the agitation of the carriers fluctuates in strength and direction. 
For a conductor of resistance R at a temperature different than zero its PSD can be modelled as: 

 

 
𝑆𝐼 =

4𝑘𝑇

𝑅
 (𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑉 = 4𝑘𝑇𝑅)  

(6) 

 

Note that the PSD (6) is a constant value, therefore the frequency response of the thermal 
noise would be flat for all frequencies. This white noise behavior cannot be extended over 
infinitely high frequencies as it would entail an infinite noise power, which is unphysical. The term 
corresponding to 𝑘𝑇 theoretically [6] has to be replaced by frequency dependent correction factor: 

 

 
𝑺𝑰 =

𝟒𝒉𝒇

𝒆𝒉𝒇/𝒌𝑻 − 𝟏

𝟏

𝑹
 

(7) 
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where ℎ is the Plank’s constant. This expression effectively limits the noise power, but for the 
frequencies that we will be working with in this project the expression in (6) is sufficient. 

2.2.3 Shot noise 

Shot noise is a type of noise that origins from the discreet nature of carriers. The random current 
flowing across a potential barrier, like a p-n junction, can therefore be modelled by a Poisson 
process [6]. Shot noise may be dominant when the finite number of particles that carry energy is 
sufficiently small so that the uncertainties due to the Poisson distribution are significant. 
 

 The current across a barrier is given by the number of carriers, each carrying a current 𝑞 
flowing through the barrier during a period of time. The PSD of that current is given by: 

 

 𝑆𝐼 = 2𝑞𝐼 (8) 

 

where 𝐼 is the DC current through the barrier. Contrary to the thermal noise, shot noise is not 
inherently present in the system since it requires a current flowing through it to appear. Both 
currents backward and forward flowing across the barrier should be considered. The current of 
an ideal p-n junction is: 

 

 
𝐼 = 𝐼0(𝑒

𝑞𝑉𝑑
𝑘𝑇 − 1) 

(9) 

 

where 𝐼𝑜 is the diode saturation current and 𝑉𝑑 is the applied voltage across the junction. At zero 
bias the current flowing though the barrier is 0 since both current, forward and backward, cancel 
out. However, the fact that the sign of the current is opposite does not matter when considering 
noise since the mean square values of the noise are always added. Therefore, the resulting shot 
nosie is: 

 

 
𝑆𝐼 = 2𝑞𝐼0 (𝑒

𝑞𝑉𝑑
𝑘𝑇 − 1) = 4𝑞𝐼0 

 

(10) 

The magnitude of shot noise increases accordingly to the number of events, but the strength 
of the signal also increases with current, therefore shot noise is mostly observed with low currents. 
Moreover, shot noise is often less significant than flicker noise and Johnson-Nyquist nose.  
However, it is temperature and frequency independent and may become dominant at high 
frequency and low temperature. 

2.2.4 Generation and recombination noise 

Generation and recombination noise (GR) is a type of noise that originates statistically by the 
fluctuation of the number of carriers available for current transport. It is caused by electronic 
states in the middle of the bandgap (traps) and exist due to the presence of defects or impurities 
in the semiconductor and at is surfaces. Those traps randomly capture and release carriers and 
generate the fluctuation in the number of electrons available. 

 The essence of GR noise described in [7] is obtained by considering a system consisting 
of a resistor R in which the number of free electrons is time dependent 𝑵(𝒕). The number of carries 
fluctuates between two levels, the first one being the conduction band and the second one an 
impurity trap state.  Approximation of GR noise can be related to the resistance fluctuations with 
a spectral density given by: 
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 𝑺𝑹(𝒇)

𝑹𝟐
=

𝑺𝑵(𝒇)

𝑵𝟎
𝟐 =

∆𝑵𝟐̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝑵𝟎
𝟐

𝟒𝝉𝑵

𝟏 + (𝟐𝝅𝒇𝝉𝑵)𝟐
 

(11) 

With 𝑺𝑹(𝒇), 𝑺𝑵(𝒇) being the spectral density of the resistance and carrier number, 

respectively, 𝜹𝑵𝟐̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  the variance of carrier number fluctuation and 𝝉𝑵 the carrier lifetime. The 
spectrum of (11) is of Lorentzian type with 2 parameters: 𝜹𝑵 and 𝝉𝑵. 

GR noise is only significant when the Fermi energy level is close, within a few kT, to the trap 
energy level. When the Fermi-level is far from the trap level, the trap will be full or empty most of 
the time and few transitions occur that produce noise. The variance is expressed in [7] as: 

 𝟏

∆𝑵𝟐
=

𝟏

𝑵
+

𝟏

𝑵𝑻,𝒇𝒖𝒍𝒍

+
𝟏

𝑵𝑻,𝒆𝒎𝒑𝒕𝒚

 
(12) 

Where 𝑵𝑻,𝒇𝒖𝒍𝒍 and 𝑵𝑻,𝒆𝒎𝒑𝒕𝒚 are the number of full and empty traps states respectively. At the 

Fermi level assuming 𝑵 ≫ 𝑵𝑻 = 𝑵𝑻,𝒇𝒖𝒍𝒍 + 𝑵𝑻,𝒆𝒎𝒑𝒕𝒚 → ∆𝑵𝟐̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =
𝑵𝑻

𝟒
. Using these expressions, the 

power spectral density corresponding to the current can be expressed as: 

 
𝑺𝑰 =

𝑺𝑵

𝑵𝟐
𝑰𝟐 =

𝑰𝟐𝑵𝑻

𝑵
 

𝝉𝑵

𝟏 + (𝟐𝝅𝒇𝝉𝑵)𝟐
 

(13) 

This gives a power spectral density proportional to 1/f2, to the number of traps and inversely 
proportional to the number of carriers squared. For a certain distribution of time constants, the 
PSD becomes proportional to 1/f. 

The identification of GR may be complicated and there are several phenomena than can 
interfere in the distinction of the Lorentzian shape in the PSD spectrum of a sample. 

• For complex band structures like QWIP and T2SL different energy levels include many 
possibilities of different and/or simultaneous GR processes.   

• The applied bias can modify the noise sources by also coupling the sources with each 
other, thus introducing cross-correlation contributions. Moreover, it can also originate 
new GR mechanisms not present at thermal equilibrium or low bias. 

• The nonuniformity of the local electric field and/or of the structure, typical of electronic 
devices, requires one to couple self-consistently the transport with the local electric field 

2.2.5 1/f noise 

Flicker or 1/f noise is a type of electronic noise with a PSD inversely proportional to frequency. 
The presence of 1/f was first described by Johnson in 1925 [8] and its origin is still unclear. It 
occurs in almost all electronic devices and can be generally described with a PSD that takes the 
form: 

 
𝑺𝑰 =

𝑲 · 𝑰𝜷

𝒇𝜸
 

(14) 

where 𝑲 is a constant and 𝜷 is the current exponent. 𝜸 is the frequency exponent and normally 
range from 0.7 to 1.3 [6]. In electronic devices, it shows up as a low-frequency phenomenon, as 
the higher frequencies are overshadowed by white noise from other sources as shot or thermal 
noise. Flicker noise is often characterized by the corner frequency fc between the region 
dominated by the low-frequency flicker noise and the higher-frequency "flat-band" noise 
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There are two essential mechanisms behind the fluctuations in current: fluctuations in the 
number of carriers or fluctuations in the mobility. Both mechanisms can give rise to 1/f PSD 
spectra. The derivation of the 1/f result of this mechanism is described in more detailed in [8]. 

Regarding the fluctuations in number of carriers, GR noise from several traps can result in a 
spectrum with 1/f shape if the traps do not interact and the corresponding time constant are 
distributed as: 

 
𝒈(𝝉) =

𝟏

𝐥𝐧 (𝝉𝟐/𝝉𝟏)
 𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝝉𝟏 < 𝝉 < 𝝉𝟐 𝒂𝒏𝒅  𝒈(𝝉) = 𝟎  𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒉𝒊𝒔𝒆 

(15) 

The superposition of GR noise for many traps distributed according to 𝒈(𝝉) yields to: 

 

𝑺𝒕𝒐𝒕(𝒇) = ∫ 𝒈(𝝉)𝑺𝑮𝑹(𝝉)𝒅𝝉
𝝉𝟐

𝝉𝟏

= [
𝟏

𝐥𝐧 (
𝝉𝟏

𝝉𝟐
)

𝑩

𝟐𝝅𝒇
𝐚𝐫𝐜𝐭𝐚𝐧(𝟐𝝅𝒇𝝉)]

𝝉𝟐−𝝉𝟏

 

(16) 

thus, 

 
𝑺𝒕𝒐𝒕 ∝

𝟏

𝒇
     𝒇𝒐𝒓  

𝟏

𝟐
𝝅𝝉𝟐 ≪ 𝒇 ≪

𝟏

𝟐
𝝅𝝉𝟏 

(17) 

The second approach is the one described by Hooge [9] with the following empirical formula 
for the resistance fluctuations: 

 𝑺𝑹

𝑹𝟐
=

𝜶𝑯

𝒇𝑵
→

𝑺𝑹

𝝁𝒊
𝟐 =

𝜶𝑯

𝒇
 

(18) 

𝜶𝑯 is a dimensionless empirical parameter that depend on the crystal quality of the material. And 
the factor 1/N results from independent mobility fluctuations of each carrier. 

The Hooge model has been successful in describing the 1/f noise in metals and bulk 
semiconductors [10], however it is an empirical model and does not suggest a physical explanation 
behind the mobility fluctuations. As a result of this uncertainty, the scientific community keeps 
proposing models looking for a more acute insight of the 1/f mechanism, the most important 
proposed models are reviewed in [6], but so far none of them is widely accepted. 

2.2.6 Noise as an analysis tool 

Noise measurements are valuable for evaluation of electronic devices. Information can range from 
the physical nature of the material to a reliability study of the final integrated application.  

The first step when characterizing an electronic device is to determine the dominant noise 
mechanism and the location of this mechanism in the device. In IR detector technology the most 
ideal operation mode is detector limited. The noise is to be minimized in the entire system 
especially in the read-out integrated circuit (ROIC) [11], so that the detector noise is the most 
dominant in comparison to the subsequent stages. 

 Determining the dominant noise source, leads to the next step, determining the dominant 
noise mechanism. Noise mechanism information can be extracted from the bias dependence of 
the PSD spectra 

From accurate fitting of the noise PSD, recombination time of traps in a g-r spectra and 
information about the limiting mechanism of the device can be extracted. Ideally in IR detectors 
all noise sources must be reduced and let shot noise and ultimately thermal noise be the limiting 
factor in the detector performance. In a mature technology like QWIP this has been achieved, and 
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QWIP detectors are shot noise limited. The presence of 1/f component is unavoidable but it has 
been found to have a corner frequency around few mHz [3], virtually non-existing. 

Shot noise is generated by dark current and therefore has a strong dependence on the cut off 
wavelength of the detector.  Dark current increases with the cut off wavelength since for shallow 
wells it is easier for electrons escape and therefore the thermionic rate process is higher. For 
extremely high biases ground state sequential tunneling becomes an important factor and the 
dark current is no longer thermionic limited [12], the excess of noise has been detected and 
explained in [13]. 

Noise evolution with bias together with a dark current study can provide information about 
the physical parameters of the detectors. Moreover, a good correlation between these two 
parameters can verify the detectors working on the shot noise limited region. The following 
mathematical development is explained with more detail in [1]. 

We define noise gain as the ratio of the PSD,  𝑺𝑰 current and the corresponding shot noise 
value:  

 
𝒈𝒏 =

𝑺𝑰

𝑺𝑰,𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒕

→ 𝒊𝒏 = √𝟒𝒆𝑰𝒅𝒈𝒏 
(19) 

Since the dark current is dominated by thermionic emission the noise and photoconductive 
gain can be described in terms of the capture probability by the next period of quantum well: 

 
𝒈𝒏 =

𝟏 − 𝒑𝒄/𝟐

𝑵𝒑𝒄

→  𝒈 =
𝟏 − 𝒑𝒄

𝑵𝒑𝒄

 
(20) 

Where 𝒑𝒄 is the capture probability, and 𝑵 the number of quantum well in the structure. 
Combining the dark current and the noise current, and knowing the QW stack size, we can find 
the photoconductive gain. Dark current in ideal QWIPs is set to be symmetrical with respect to 
bias but the deposition process can lead to migration of the donor elements and generate some 
asymmetries on the dark current branches [14].In a shot noise limited detector any asymmetry of 
the current regarding the deposition technique is eliminated in the calculation of the gain since 
that asymmetry is also present in the noise current and therefore it cancels out when it comes to 
calculate gain.  

Unfortunately, this procedure is not applicable in samples that are not shot noise limited. 
Samples that present higher values than the one predicted by the shot noise can be attributed to 
defects. Generally, the surface defects  and bulk states are presented as 1/f or GR. 1/f can also be 
attributed to leakage currents since sidewall leakage not only contribute to shot noise by 
contributing to higher dark current but more importantly it introduces additional frequency 
dependent noise[12]. Results of 1/f noise in T2SL for different biases have been reported in [15].  

Type two superlattice (T2SL) has rapidly evolved from an emerging technology to the modern 
state-of-the art and some white noise measurements have been reported in T2SL [4]. The fact that 
the presence of 1/f noise has been eliminated enables to compare the measured noise to the shot 
noise values. Noise gain values close to unity have been reported. 

Finally, a measure of the sensitivity of single pixel IR detector is the noise equivalent 
temperature difference (NETD), Also referred to an FPA’s meaning the median value of the array. 
It is a composite performance metric commonly used for detectors operating in the infrared 
spectral region. It is defined as the difference in temperature of a target that would be required to 
generate an electromagnetic signal matching that produced by the internal noise of the detector.   

In an IR imager, it is a measure of how well a given detector can distinguish between small 
differences in the registered thermal radiation composing the image.  NETD is typically expressed 
in milli-Kelvin (mK). When the noise is equivalent to the smallest measurable temperature 
difference, the detector has reached the limit of its ability to resolve a useful thermal signal. In 
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this case the SNR would be equal to unity. Often noise is reported per root bandwidth, and the 
range associated with this value is normally at high frequency so it may fail to describe the low 
frequency noise of the FPA [16].  

For the measurement of the low frequency components at pixel level the PSD will be the tool 
used during this project and in the section 4.3 this parameter will be the one used to establish a 
comparison. 

3. Noise measurement setup 
 

Measurement of noise in IR detectors is a challenging task. Long wavelength T2SL and QWIP 
detectors exhibit noise levels in the sub- pA/Hz1/2 range, which is close to the noise level of the 
system itself. Designing a system capable of running noise measurement for a bias sweep, with 
current levels varying by up to two orders of magnitude with bias and making this system 
adaptable to several technologies (QWIP and T2SL) which have different bias dependencies 
makes it even more challenging 

A description of the architecture that has been used including the measurement equipment 
is presented in 3.1Measurement equipment. In addition, the software that has been developed to 

operate the noise measurement station automatically is described in 3.2Automation of the 
measurement. Followed by the calibration of the system and complete summary of the 
parameters that have been fixed including the limitations that this has introduced to the 
measurement 3.3 Calibration of the measurement system. 

3.1 Measurement Equipment 

In this section the system architecture is described. The components that have been used for the 
measurement station are introduced, its functionality is described and physical parameters are 
presented. The communication system for each of the elements in the setup is also presented.  

3.1.1 System Architecture 

The PSD is the quantity to be measured, instead of the noise power, since more information can 
be extracted from the spectral shape. The frequency range for the study of the detectors normally 
ranges form 1Hz-10kHz. In the case of the system assembled at IRnova the frequency range is 
determined by the elements of the set up that are used. 

The basics concept of the measurement system is to bias the sample and measure the 
frequential decomposition of the noise current generated by the detector. The sample is 
submerged into liquid nitrogen, close to the operating temperature of the device. A common 
procedure for this type of measurements is the use of a pre-amplifier [15] with the corresponding 
high pass filter at low frequencies to remove the DC component of the signal. The preamplifier is 
used to amplify the weak component of the signal before studying the signal with a spectrum 
analyzer.  

The noise measurement relies on sensing weak signals, this makes necessary to design a set 
up with low internal noise. The noise response of other devices in the system must be lower than 
the device under test in order to read its noise response. Electrical equipment connected to the 
power may give rise to disturbances at 50 Hz. To prevent the system from corrupting the 
measurement this disturbance has to be filtered. 

In order to make the system automated all the elements listed in the previous section have to 
be connected and the communication between them has to be established, all of it driven by a 
computer. The architecture of the set up that has been chosen for the noise measurement station 
is show in Fig.5. 

Regarding the communication system there are two main interfaces to establish 
communication with the computer. On one hand, the LUCI-USB control interface enables the 
communication with the amplifier. On the other hand, a GPIB/USB interface is connected in 
parallel for the use of the spectrum analyzer and voltage source. While the spectrum analyzer is 
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directly connected to the GPIB interface the voltage source is connected via the SIM900 
Mainframe. The Mainframe is internally connected to the isolated voltage source. The system is 
ultimately controlled by a Graphical user interface. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Architecture of the noise measurement station. Arrows in figure represent 
communication between elements while the lines represent electrical connection 

3.1.2 Components 

Low noise voltage source 

The samples are biased with a battery driven voltage source to avoid disturbances from the power 
line. The option chosen is the SIM928 from Stanford Research Systems, which is an isolated 
battery driven voltage source with input noise of 200 nV/sqrt (Hz) [17].  

The voltage range offered by the SIM928 is ±20 VDC with millivolt resolution, and the source 
can drive up to ±10 mA. The output circuit is optically isolated from all earth-referenced charging 
circuitry, providing maximum flexibility and noise immunity. The system can float to ±40 V, and 
the output is short-circuiting protected. 
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Figure 6. Low noise voltage source (SRS928) and the main frame (SIM900) with GPIB 
connectors. 

Frequency resolved low noise measurements are very time consuming, especially when 
performing voltage sweeps to study the bias dependence of the noise. By remotely programming 
the measurement setup to run voltage sweep analysis saves many hours on the lab compared to 
manual measurements, but also sets requirements on the stability of the bias source with time. 
The SIM928 consist of two independent nickel-metal-hydride rechargeable batteries, each 
providing up to 12 hours of operation under full load conditions. When a battery is nearly 
depleted, the SIM928 automatically switches in a second battery. Since the SIM928 is connected 
to the SIM900 Mainframe which is connected to a power line, the depleted battery is 
automatically charged in about 5 hours.  

Remote operation of the SIM928 is enabled through a simple command language 
documented in the manual [18]. Both set and query forms of most commands are supported, 
allowing a complete control of the voltage source from a remote computer through the SIM900 
Mainframe. 

The SIM900 Mainframe provides fully buffered multiplexed communications between the 
host computer and up to 9 SIM modules. The host computer communicates with the mainframe 
through the host interface via GPIB. Simple host-to-port communications are provided achieved 
with the Standard Commands for Programable Instrumentation CONN command. 

Measurement rod  

The detectors to be measured are mounted on a PCB card, Fig.7, and connected to a measurement 
rod, Fig.8.  The measurement rod contains a cap with 8 BNC connections with coaxial cables wired 
down to the sample holder. To connect each pixel with the sample holder gold wires bonding is 
used. This methodology requires rewiring every time the sample is changed. For a wafer with 
multiple detector shapes or sizes, different wiring configurations may be used.  
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Figure 7. Printed circuid board with Au wire connecting to different detectors in the sample. 

The measurement rod is submerged in liquid nitrogen, and consequently all measurements 
are performed at 77K. Coaxial cables and BNC connections provide shielding to prevent the 
measurement being corrupted by external disturbances. Moreover, the samples are encaged in 
the liquid nitrogen container. Despite that, the shielding is not perfect and 50 Hz peaks are 
observed in the measured spectra. 

 

  

Figure 8. Measurement rod with coaxial cables wired down to the sample holder. 

 

Current amplifier 

For the conversion of sample current to a measurable voltages level a DLPCA-200 current 
amplifier from FEMTO is used. The amplifier has a DC filter (1Hz), so only the AC (noise) 
component is amplified. The DLPCA-200 offers variable transimpedance gain from 103 to 1011 
V/A. The lowest achievable noise level with this amplifier is 4.3 fA/sqrt(Hz)[19] with a gain setting 
of 109 V/A (see table below).  

 

 

Figure 9 . Low noise FEMTO current amplifier. 

 

The DLPCA-200 has multiple configurations, mainly high speed and low noise, offering a 
different range of gain each. As it is shown in Table 1 the bandwidth is dependent on the gain. The 
amplifier consequently restricts the spectral range of the measurements and needs to be taken 
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into account when setting the measurement parameters. The internal noise of the amplifier is also 
gain dependent; this feature is key in the 3.3 Calibration of the measurement system section. 

In addition to the manual control elements in Fig.9 the amplifier features a digital interface 
for remote control of all main functions. A USB control interface is used (LUCI-10 from FEMTO) 
which includes application software and VIs to remotely control the amplifier.  

The LUCI-10 USB control interface establishes the link between the DLPCA-200 unit and a 
computer with USB port. The interface is bus-powered through the USB port. The LUCI-10 
hardware comes with a software package containing the drivers and software examples for easy 
use on standard Windows PC including the Dynamic Link Library (.dll). 

 

 

Gain Setting 

(low noise) 

(V/A) 

1,00E+03 1,00E+04 1,00E+05 1,00E+06 1,00E+07 1,00E+08 1,00E+09 

Upper cut-off 

frequency (-3dB) 
500kHz 500kHz 400kHz 200kHz 50kHz 7kHz 1.1kHz 

Input noise 

current density 

(/Hz) 

20pA 2.3pA 450fA 130fA 43fA 13fA 4.3fA 

Max. input current 

(+-) 
10mA 1mA 0.1mA 10uA 1uA 0.1uA 10nA 

Gain Setting 

(high speed) 

(V/A) 

1,00E+05 1,00E+06 1,00E+07 1,00E+08 1,00E+09 1,00E+10 1,00E+11 

Upper cut-off 

frequency (-3dB) 
500kHz 500kHz 400kHz 200kHz 50kHz 7kHz 1.1kHz 

Input noise 

current density 

(/Hz) 

13pA 1.8pA 440fA 130fA 43fA 13fA 4.3fA 

Max. input current 

(+-) 
100uA 10uA 1uA 0.1uA 10nA 1nA 0.1nA 

 

Table 1. Table  showing the gain dependent performance of the FEMTO DLPCA-200 amplifier 
for the low noise and high speed setting. 

Spectrum analyzer 

A spectrum analyzer is used to measure and analyze a signal in the frequency domain. Spectrum 
analyzers utilize the discrete Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm to convert the measured 
signal from the time domain to the frequency domain.  

In this study, a SR770 FFT Network Analyzer from Stanford research Systems has been used. 
This particular spectrum analyzer has a measurement range from 476 µHz to 100 kHz [20]. The 
spectral response can be studied in intervals of different length (spans) from 191 mHz to 100 kHz 
in a binary sequence, and the resolution of the study is always Span/400. The impedance of the 
network analyzer is 1MΩ.This type of analyzer uses a bandpass filter to study the signal in a small 
frequency interval Δf centered at frequencies f1, f2, etc. The signal power is measured after the 
bandpass filtering and divided by Δf in order to achieve the power spectral densities S(f1), S(f2). 
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The frequency resolution of the measurement is determined by the frequency span and number 
of frequency points.  

 

Figure 10. SR770 Network analyzer 

The SR770 FFT Network Analyzer may be remotely programmed via either the RS232 or 
GPIB (IEEE-488) interfaces. Both interfaces are receiving at all times, however, the SR770 will 
send responses only to the interface specified in the System Setup menu (Output To RS232/GPIB 
function). All front panel features (except power) can be controlled remotely.  

3.2 Automation of the measurement 

Automation of the system is highly beneficial for time saving reasons, enabling to perform more 
accurate voltage sweeps and to perform studies with higher resolution. In this section, the 
software used to control the different elements of the system is presented, followed by the 
description of the program that has been developed to automate the measurement. 

3.2.1 Instrument control using Python 

In the noise measurement setup, all the different devices described in section 4.1.2 are controlled 
independently. To communicate with the different components, different protocols are sent over 
interfaces and bus systems. Virtual Instrument software architecture (VISA) is used to unify the 
configuration. VISA is a standard for configuring, programming, and troubleshooting 
instrumentation systems comprising GPIB, VXI, PXI, Serial, Ethernet, and/or USB interfaces. 

The VISA specification is explicitly related to Visual Basic, C, and G LabVIEW’s graphical 
language). Python can be used to directly access most bus systems used by instruments and may 
therefore be used to implement the VISA standard directly in Python in future finetuning of the 
system. 

Standard Commands for Programable Instrumentation (SCPI) is a common interface 
language between computers and instruments. It is used to send and query information from the 
instruments. All command names are 4-characters long and are case-insensitive.  IEEE–488.2 
defined commands begin with the “*” character followed by 3 letters, while instrument-specific 
commands are composed of 4 letters. The four-letter mnemonic in each command sequence 
specifies the command. The rest of the sequence consists of parameters. Commands may take 
either set or query form, depending on whether the “?” character follows the mnemonic. 

A detailed table with the SCPI commands regarding the SIM-900 SIM928 and SR770 ft are 
included in the manual of each instrument [17,18,19,20]. The commands used for the entire 
protocol in this setup can be found in the Appendix A, which contains the entire script. 

A different approach has been used to control the amplifier. As mentioned in the previous 
section, the USB interface comes with the .dll files to control the amplifier. For that a Python 
library is used, Ctypes. Ctypes is a foreign function library for Python. It provides C compatible 
data types and allows calling functions in DLLs or shared libraries. It can be used to wrap these 
libraries in pure Python. With it, gain and filter settings can be remotely controlled and status 
information like overload can be read from the amplifier. 

https://docs.python.org/3/library/ctypes.html#module-ctypes
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3.2.2 Program body and flow chart 

The objective of the program is to establish a protocol that enables performing bias dependent 
noise studies on QWIP an T2SL detectors. The main body of the software is spliced into two 
modules Fig.11: Data acquisition module and the Data processing and display module.  

The Data acquisition module deals with the communication with the different elements of 
the system and acquisition of the data. The inputs of this module are the analysis parameters, 
such as the bias range, the bias resolution (up to 1 mV), the frequency range of the spectrum 
analyzer and the configuration of the current amplifier. 

 Apart from these variables, this part of the program also initializes and sets the equipment 
to the targeted state (see Appendix A). The spectrum analyzer has multiple options and can run 
multiple analysis, however in this program it is set to perform spectrum acquisitions and return 

the data in 
𝑉

√𝐻𝑧
 . 

 

Figure 11. Input-Output diagram showing the 2 main bodies of the program developed to 
automatize the Noise acquisition process. 

Performing a bias sweep on IR detectors, especially QWIP forces the system to work with 
noise currents ranging from 10-14 to 10-10  A. This large dynamic range in the current values makes 
it difficult to set a fixed gain with a system noise always below the noise level of the detector. To 
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overcome this problem the program makes use of different gains for different bias ranges, as 
described in more detailed in section 4.3 Calibration of the measurement system. A consequence 
of this procedure is that the system baseline for different bias values will be different depending 
on the gain. Therefore, a reference spectrum for each gain is also acquired. 

 The output of the Data acquisition module is the raw spectra (
𝑉

√𝐻𝑧
) from the spectrum 

analyzer for the different biases with the corresponding gains that have been used during the bias 
sweep and the corresponding reference spectra. A result of it is presented in Fig.12. 

  

 

Figure 12. Spectra resulting from the Data acquisition module. 

 As a first approach one could consider that as bias increase noise should increase, but in 
Fig.12 the spectral response is not placed in an increasing order. The spectra are acquired with 
different amplifications, for example the maximum gain configuration is used to acquire the low 
value spectra. As bias increases, we use a lower gain therefore the references move to lower values. 
Splitting the bias in gain ranges we are never measuring below the zero bias reference value. 

The second module of the program, Data processing and display uses the outputs of the 
acquisition module to provide the data a physical meaning. Therefore, it accounts for the gain and 
returns the evolution of the current spectra with bias.  

The spectra are corrected with the reference value at zero Volts corresponding to the system 
noise level for the different gains that have been used during acquisition of the spectra. This is a 
generalized procedure in measuring QWIP [3]. 

 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
2 = 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

2 + 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
2  (21) 

 𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑛 − 𝑃𝑆𝐷𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓𝑓 (22) 

In our case we use the zero Volt value of the PSD as the systems noise for each gain. Finally, 
after converting the current values to PSD it plots the different spectra for each bias and stores 
the data in the requested file. The result of the processing is presented in Fig.13. It can be noticed 
that contrary to the Fig.12 the spectral lines follow the tendency of increasing with bias. This 
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ordination for the spectral responses comes from correcting the values by the gain. Moreover, it 
can also be observed that the presence of the 50Hz peak has been eliminated. This part of the 
program also includes a filtering feature to detect and remove the segments of the spectra that are 
affected by the 50Hz peak distortion that is present in the system, see the section 3.2.3. 

 

Figure 13. Spectra resulting from the Data processing and display module. 

 

The program schematic developed for the bias sweep acquisition is described schematically 
in the flowchart in Fig.14 showing how the features of the program are implemented.  
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Figure 14. Flow chart of the implemented program showing the sequence followed for the 
spectra acquisition. 
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3.2.3 Signal conditioning  

After the DLPCA-200 amplifier the signal is large enough to be unaffected by external 
disturbances, but the environment can affect the signal in the stages preceding the amplifier. The 
interfering electromagnetic signals consist of time dependent electric and magnetic fields. These 
alterations of the signal can be easily identified as narrow peaks in the frequency domain with the 
frequency corresponding to the periodicity of the disturbance signal. Among all of the possible 
disturbances the interferences at 50Hz and its multiple harmonics are especially troublesome in 
the system. 

To correct this effect after acquiring the spectra from the spectrum analyzer the Data 
processing and display module of the program includes a signal conditioning section. This 
treatment consists of identification of spectral data corresponding to the 50Hz frequencies and 
removing this data.  

Unfortunately, the 50Hz disturbance is not concentrated to one point in the spectra, but is 
extended over a wider spectral range, see Fig 12.  Before removing the segment where the signal 
is distorted, the system makes use of a windowing feature provided by the spectrum analyzer to 
narrow down the spectral range of the distortion. 

Windows are periodic functions defined across the time record. When the time record is 
windowed, its points are multiplied by the window function, time bin by time bin acting as a 
weighing function to make the signal periodic in the time domain. In the frequency domain, a 
window acts like a filter to reduce the smearing from not exactly periodic signals. 

The amplitude of each frequency bin is determined by centering this filter on each bin and 
measuring how much of the signal falls within the filter. If the filter is narrow, then only 
frequencies near the bin will contribute to the bin. A narrow filter is called a selective window - it 
selects a small range of frequencies around each bin. However, since the filter is narrow, it falls 
off from center rapidly. This means that even frequencies close to the bin may be attenuated 
somewhat. If the filter is wide, then frequencies far from the bin will contribute to the bin 
amplitude but those close by will probably not be attenuated much. The net result of windowing 
is to reduce the amount of smearing in the spectrum from signals not exactly periodic with the 
time record. The different types of windows trade off selectivity, amplitude accuracy, and noise 
floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Signal conditioning steps for the 50 Hz peak filtering 
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The SR770 offers four types of window functions: Uniform (none), Flattop, Hanning and 
Blackman Harris (BMH). The noise measurement setup at IRnova makes use of the Hanning 
window as it is the most commonly used window and it works well in the procedure to remove the 
50Hz peaks. It has an amplitude variation of about 1.5 dB (for signals between bins) and provides 
reasonable selectivity 

The effect of the treatment of the signal with the Hanning windows is demonstrated in Fig.15. 
A noise spectrum affected by the 50Hz disturbance is first acquired with no windowing. This 
spectrum is compared to a spectrum acquired with the Hanning window, followed by peak 
removal at 50Hz.  

Another point worth considering is that the use of narrow frequency spans for good frequency 
resolution when measuring the spectral density reduces the effect of the 50Hz peaks since the 
effect of the electromagnetic disturbance is more accurately concentrated in narrow frequency 
spans. 

The resolution offered by the spectrum analyzer is 400 points independently of the span used 
for the spectral acquisition. This is a clear restriction of the system. Even if we limit the system to 
dc-1kHz the presence of different noise contributions or distortions that could represent a defect 
or give information about the detector can go unnoticed.  Moreover, a common procedure in PSD 
spectrum analysis is the use of logarithmic scales in the frequency axis to spot 1/f or GR 
contributions. The problem with such low resolution is that all the points will pile up in the higher 
part of the logarithmic scale making it very difficult to perform a proper analysis of the noise 
response, which compromises the reliability of the measurement. 

To solve that inconvenience, the Data acquisition module includes a high-resolution mode 
which enables measurement with a resolution higher than 400 points. In this procedure the initial 
frequency span is divided into subintervals to maximize the resolution. This procedure is more 
time consuming, not only for the acquisition of several spectra’s but also because the SR770FFT 
needs more time to process the higher resolution spectra’s.  

Two options have been included, the 798 and the 1596 point per spectra. The resolution 
improvement feature has been set maximum to 4 times the pre-set resolution for time 
consumption reasons. After that both the frequency and the signal arrays will be appended 
turning into a high-resolution spectrum that will allow to run accurate studies without the 
necessity of human intervention.  

3.3 Calibration of the measurement system 

In this section the impact of the intrinsic noise of the elements in the setup is calibrated. Its effect 
will limit the minimum measurable value and that is why it is important to determine the noise 
floor of the system. Moreover, the final configuration of the system taking into account these 
limitations is also described. 

3.3.1 Noise floor analysis 

When making low noise measurements, careful analysis of the noise contribution from the 
measurement system itself is needed to ensure that this noise is lower than the noise generated 
by the device under test. In some cases (such as photoconductors which basically are non-
conducting at 0V) the noise level of the system can be deduced from a measurement performed 
at 0V, however, this is not the case for all devices. 

 The noise floor of the system determines the minimum values that one can read. Detector 

noise levels below the noise floor of the system would consequently lead to an overestimation of 

the noise of the detector. A study of the dominant noise sources is useful in limiting the lower 

boundary of the measurement setup. In the measurement setup there are five potential sources 

of noise:  
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• spectrum analyzer 

• low-noise amplifier 

• voltage source 

• measurement rod 

• cables/connections.  

The noise floor of the spectrum analyzer limits how small signals can be measured. The 

sensitivity of the spectrum analyzer should be selected as high as possible (minimizing the 

attenuation) without overloading the input. By using a preamplifier, as discussed previously, the 

measurement sensitivity is greatly improved. It is possible that the input signal of the analyzer 

becomes a noise base line of the other equipment.  

A low-noise amplifier (LNA) is used to amplify the weak noise signal before measuring it with 
the spectrum analyzer. However, the amplifier inevitably adds its own internal noise to the noise 
that we want to measure (from the device-under-test).  

Regarding the voltage source, the use of batteries highly prevents the external noise 

disturbances affecting the signal. It also has its own internal noise, despite the noise of the voltage 

source not being appreciated in the noise floor analysis presented below. 

The rest of the passive elements of the circuit, the measurement rod, the cables and 

connections are selected to work for low noise measurements therefore the internal noise 

component is very difficult to decouple from the system noise mainly dictated by the spectrum 

analyzer (SR770FT) and the amplifier (DLPCA200).  

To calibrate the noise floor of the system, the noise of a 100MΩ resistor was measured, since 

the thermal noise of this resistor was estimated to have lower noise than the system noise. Since 

the system has to be gain adaptable to enable measurement of different samples and types of 

detectors, the resistor was tested for all the possible gains in the low noise configuration of the 

amplifier.  The bandwidth of the system is determined by the amplifier (Table 1). This study was 

therefore performed in the DC-780Hz frequency range, to make the results from all the gain 

spectra’s comparable. The minimum bandwidth of the entire gain palette is 1.1kHz, and the first 

available span below that value in the spectrum analyzer 780Hz.  

The results of such study is presented inf Fig.16, where the spectra’s regrading each of the 

gain configurations are presented. Those spectrum are also fitted with the possible noise 

contributors in the measurement station. 

In the noise floor measurement, different limiting mechanisms were identified depending on 
the gain and the frequency range:  

• For gains of 1E3 and 1E4, no dependence of the frequency spectra on the gain is observed. 
This indicates that the spectrum analyzer sets the noise floor at these low gains. The noise 
limit of the network analyzer is specified as  -155dBV, close to the lowest value obtained 
at the at these gain values, which supports this conclusion. 

• For gain values ≤ 1E5, a 1/f component is present in the frequency spectra (figure 15). 
This low frequency dependence is not responsive to gain, meaning that the 1/f 
component is added by the spectrum analyzer. 

• For gain values > 1E5,the system is responsive to gain (figure 15), which indicates that 
the amplifier dictates the noise floor in the high gain region. Furthermore, in this 
frequency range the noise is accurately described by the noise limit of the amplifier (table 
3).    
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Figure 16. Spectral response of the system for different gain configurations. The dashed lines 
correspond to the amplifier noise. The dotted lines correspond to the contribution of the spectrum 
analyzer, the white component is extracted from the manual while the 1/f component extracted 
from the spectra. The solid line is the total contribution of the SR770FT. 

 

3.3.1 Optimal configuration 

Reliable noise measurements of the detectors can be made when 𝑆𝐼,𝐷𝑈𝑇 > 𝑆𝐼,𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 [6]. The 

𝑆𝐼,𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 is dictated by amplifier and 1/f of the spectrum analyzer, Fig.15. Generally, in the noise 

measurements of long and mid IR wavelength detectors the dark current values are never so high 
that the lowest gain configurations are required. Consequently, we can conclude that the noise 
floor is dictated by the amplifier 𝑆𝐼,𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 ≈ 𝑆𝐼,𝐷𝐿𝑃𝐶𝐴−2000 in the measurements performed in this 

study.  

In this case the measurements always have to be with a setting that keeps the amplifier noise 
lower than the detector noise. To achieve that for an extended bias sweep, there are several factors 
to take into account:  

• The minimum amplifier noise level is achieved at the maximum gain configuration, 1·109. 

• The current of the detector may increase as the bias increases 

• The noise of the detector increases with increasing current and will cause overloading of 
the amplifier at the highest gain values. Consequently, the number of available gain 
configurations decreases with increasing current.  
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An equilibrium between theses parameters has to be achieved to ensure that the detector 
noise is always above the system noise for all the different biasing points. One approach is to split 
the voltage range in intervals with different gains assigned to each of them. In the intervals the 
current of the detectors should be low enough not to overload the amplifier. On the other hand 
the noise generated by the device under test should be high enough to exceed the noise floor of 
the system.  

An example of a gain setting for QWIP detectors that has been used in the noise measurement 
setup is shown in Table 2. In this setup the bias ranges from 0.01 to 4V is divided into 4 segments. 
As the bias is increased, the gain is decreased accordingly. Using this approach, the amplifier 
never overloads and it can be noticed that the amplifiers noise is always lower than the sample 
noise. 

 

Gain Amplifier Noise  (
𝒇𝑨

𝑯𝒛
)   Bias (𝑽) Input range (𝒅𝑩) Detector (

𝒇𝑨

𝑯𝒛
) 

109 4.3 0-0.01 -12 1 -10 

108 13 0.01-0.1 -24 100 

107 43 0.1-1 -30 100-400 

106 130 01-abr -38 400-1500 

 

Table 2. Possible configuration for a noise measuring without the overtaking the system noise 
in a (0-4) V voltage range 

  At 0V (maximum gain), the input range of the spectrum analyzer is set to be maximum -
12dB. In this case the spectrum analyzer will be reading the noise of the system, since for QWIP 
detectors which nominally are limited by shot noise (recall ishot noise

2=4eIg), no noise current 
should be observed without current flowing in the sample. The thermal noise of QWIP detectors 
should also be negligible since the sample is soaked in liquid nitrogen a 77K, with a typical 

resistance of ~10𝑀Ω, which corresponds to ~10−14 𝐴

√𝐻𝑧 
  ((recall ithermal noise

2
 =4kTR)).  

The restrictions imposed by the noise floor of the system are challenging when it comes to 
building an automated system. Fixing a range of gains and biases is inconvenient to acquire the 
data corresponding to several detectors, QWIP and T2SL, for different pixel sizes, shapes and 
arrays. The system must be adaptable to different samples. 

A common property of all the samples the system could measure is that they all suffer from 
shot noise.  In all detectors, shot noise current is generated when carriers are detected, and is due 
to the discrete nature of electrons (and holes). The detector can suffer from other noise 
mechanism, but the shot noise at least sets the lower boundary of the noise present in the detector.  

 

Gain Setting 
(low noise) 

(V/A) 
1E3  1E4 1E5 1E6 1E7 1E8 1E9 

Input noise 
current density 

(/Hz) 
20pA  2.3pA 450fA 130fA 43fA 13fA 4.3fA 

SI,System (A2/Hz) 4E-22  5,3E-24 2,0E-25 1,7E-26 1,9E-27 1,7E-28 1,9E-29 

Max. input current 10mA  1mA 0.1mA 10uA 1uA 0.1uA 10nA 
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SI shot noise (A2/Hz) 
@ Max. input 

current 
3,2E-21  3,2E-22 3,2E-23 3,2E-24 3,2E-25 3,2E-26 3,2E-27 

 

Table 3. Comparison between the amplifier noise and the shot noise of the overloading current 
for each gain. 

In Table 3 the shot noise corresponding to the maximum current that the amplifier can 
measure without overloading is presented for each gain setting. By comparing the PSD of the 
system for each gain setting with the corresponding PSD that can be generated without 
overloading clarifies that the amplifier, which limits the noise level of the system, is capable of 
measuring samples with a noise as low as the shot noise generated by the current flowing through 
it (when the maximum gain approach is applied). 

It is fair to mention, that the relation between shot noise and the actual noise level of ideal 
detectors is not always 1:1 or higher. In fact, in QWIP detectors, there is a noise gain (g) with a 
value around 0.3, which reduces the measured noise (in

2=4eIg). Fortunately, the difference 
between the Ssystem and the shot noise from the overload current is of two orders of magnitude, 
which gives a lot of margin for the noise level in QWIP’s to be detectable. 

Taking this into account, the procedure followed by the software is to set the maximum gain 
for each bias, without overloading the current amplifier. It is worth mentioning, that to justify this 
approach not only the maximum value of the current for each gain (upper boundary) has been 
compared to the amplifier noise. As a lower boundary, one can take the shot noise the one 
corresponding to the maximum input current of the successive greater gain. In all of the gain 
options the entire current range is greater than the internal noise of the amplifier. For example, 
for the gain setting 1e8 V/A the approach followed by the software will ensure that only currents 
in the range of 0.1uA and 10nA fall in this mode. For both values the shot noise is higher than the 
internal value of the noise for 1e8. 

3.4 Summary 

• A noise measurement system has been assembled. 

• Communication between the elements and automation of the measurement has been 

achieved using Python. 

• Post processing of the measurement and signal conditioning of the signal have been 

implemented.  

• Restrictions in the measurements introduced by the elements of the system regarding the 

noise floor and resolution have been studied 

• In order to achieve adaptability to different samples without fixing the setup gain a 

maximum gain approach is followed. 
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4. Noise in Quantum Well Infrared Photodetectors 
 

In this section the results from the noise measurements on QWIPs are presented. First the bias 

dependence of the white noise and detector dark current was studied to extract the gain in the 

detectors.  The results from the single pixel measurements were then compared to noise measured 

in corresponding detector arrays. Finally, the origin of low frequency noise observed in some 

QWIP detectors have been investigated and correlated with noise measured on FPA level. 

4.1. Noise spectrum measured on single pixel 
 

A noise study was performed on QWIP detectors designed for a peak detection wavelength of 

8.5µm. For the single pixel measurements, several ls with sizes of 155x155µm2 and 200x200µm2 

were studied in a bias range from 0-2.5 V at 77 K.  

The result of such study is shown in Fig.17. From the results, two frequency regions are 

observed:  

• f < 2 Hz:  a minor frequency dependence is observed 

In the low frequency region, the amplitude of the noise increases with bias so it should not 

emanate from the spectrum analyzer. This effect has however been observed also in 

measurements on T2sL detectors, and roughly correlates with different gain settings of the 

amplifier. 

• f > 2Hz: flat frequency spectra are observed for all biases studied 

At high frequencies all measured samples present a flat behavior that can be related to the 

shot noise limited operation. The increase of the PSD values with increasing applied bias is 

expected as the dark current flowing through the sample also increases.  

 

Figure 17. Noise response to bias of a 155x155 µm2 QWIP pixel (KS2398) with 179mV voltage 

resolution. 
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The bias dependence of the white noise was studied for a multitude of samples (Fig. 18 An 

increasing white noise with increasing bias was observed as expected trend of the dark current 

density (Fig. 20a). The noise values observed are very low and the tendency is consistent for all 

the tested devices.  

 

Figure 19. White noise evolution with bias for several QWIP detectors. 

In contrast to the flat frequency dependence observed in Fig. 17, a low frequency component 

is observed in some detector pixels (see for example detector 2533, Fig. 18). This component will 

be referred to as the ‘10Hz bump’ in the following sections. Due to the different noise 

characteristics of the two detectors 2398 and 2533, they will be studied in more detail when 

comparing with the noise in detector arrays in the coming subsection.  

 

Figure 18. PSD spectra for two of the analyzed single pixel QWIP detectors, showing different 

frequency dependencies at low bias. The results correspond to an applied bias of 0.54V. 
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Several more QWIP samples were analyzed and the complete results can be found in 

Appendix B.   

4.2 Noise gain 

The noise gain can be calculated with the ratio of the measured dark current and the shot noise 
(estimated from white noise region in Fig.19). All the measurements where performed at 77K 

Figure 20. A: Measured dark current of the QWIP samples. B: Noise gain calculation using the 
dark current values and the white noise extracted from the spectra. 

The thermal noise can be calculated extracting the resistance of the dark current IV curve. 
Although being a dynamic resistance device the thermal noise is around 3·10-15 A/Hz0.5, and 
therefore is negligible compared to the noise values observed in Fig.19. 

The noise gain presents the expected behavior from the literature a zero-noise gain for zero 
bias, if the device is shot noise limited for zero bias a null current will be supposed to flow across 
the device and therefore zero noise value should be obtained.  The zero-noise value read is difficult 
to obtain because although we correct the spectra considering the 0V bias value as a reference 
noise of the system an absolute zero impossible to obtain. 

Moreover, the growth of the noise gain increases with bias reaching a saturation value around 
2v is the one described in the literature [21] as bias increases carries reach its saturation velocity 
and the velocity no longer increases with bias. 

4.3 Comparison with noise in detector arrays 

The analysis of detector arrays was considered since the beginning of the project. After the low 

frequency component of extra noise was spotted in the single pixel study the comparison with the 

detector arrays was of high interest. A relation with the low noise component at single pixel and 

at a detector array level with the FPA model developed at IRnova would be beneficial to get a 

deeper understanding of the noise limitations for infrared detection.  

In this section a comparison of the KS2398 (single pixel) with the corresponding array 

structures K618 (18x18) and the KS2533 and the corresponding array structure K660 is 

performed. The motivation of such choice is the that those samples come from to different 

production batches 640LW_01 and 640LW_02, and the noise equivalent temperature difference 

at FPA level of those batches was significantly different. NETD = 28 mK was achieved for batch 1 

but batch2 showed 35 mK.  

A B 
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Figure 21. NETD and integration time measures compared with the model of the detector 
performance according to dark current.  

Fig.21. shows the FPA modelling in the shot-noise limited regime, taking as a reference the 
dark current and the responsivity measured in the array samples K618 and K660. Good 
agreement between the simulated and the measured integration times indicates high accuracy of 
predicting the total current for both detectors. When considering NETD values, however, there is 
a stark contrast between K618 and K660: the former follows theoretical prediction, while the 
latter is ~30% higher than the expected for the given current level.  

Shot noise-limited means that the operation corresponds to flat noise spectrum and this is 
indeed the case for the first batch, see Fig.22, 640LW_01 exhibits flat, almost white-like noise 
PSD spectrum observed on both epilayer (KS2398) and array (K618) levels. The batch 640LW_02 
presents and extra noise mechanism at low frequencies, which peaks at ~10 Hz, both in single 
pixel (K2533) and array level (K660). This contribution is likely the cause of the increased NETD 
in the respective FPA 

Figure 22. Comparison of the noise response to bias in the spectral domain of K2533 and K 660. 

 When quantifying the relation between noise of the test pixels and the arrays, one needs to 
determine the bandwidth of the noise integration used for the latter. The median noise of an FPA 
is obtained from standard deviation of each pixel’s signal in a row of 50 consecutive acquisitions. 
Thus, the lower limit (cut-on frequency) comes from the Nyquist frequency and is defined by the 
frame rate and number of the acquired frames. For 50 acquisitions and the the frame rates of 
interest (15, 30 and 60 Hz), it remains close to 1 Hz. In turn, the higher limit (cut-off frequency) 
is defined by integration time for a single frame 𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒕 and can be calculated as 𝒇𝒄 = 𝟏/(𝟐𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒕). 
Typical integration times for the studied QWIPs range between 5 and 65 ms, corresponding to the 
cut-off frequencies in the range from 30 to 2.5 Hz, respectively. The integrated noise current is 
then calculated as the square root of the PSD spectrum integrated over the interval between cut-
on and cut-off frequencies. The obtained position of the bandwidth means that, if present, the 10 
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Hz bump fully contributes to the integrated noise. This issue becomes crucial when the bump’s 
magnitude significantly exceeds the shot-noise level, as observed for sample K660.  

The integrated noise current at 77 K has been evaluated in the bias range (0 – 2.5) V using 
the respective integration times. Similarly, the integrated noise associated with the shot noise 
alone has been obtained using the level of the white part of the spectrum. Both curves are 
compared with the bias dependence of the shot noise calculated from the total current and the 
gain values obtained earlier for a sample from an older batch (Fig. 23).  

 

Figure 23. Integrated current noise comparison between the array model and the values 
extracted from the noise spectra’s in Fig.21. 

Remarkable agreement for both samples between the experimental and the calculated-using-
old-gain- data curves for the shot noise component confirms the outstanding stability of QWIP 
performance in general, and highlights reproducibility of the manufacturing in the company, in 
particular. For the total integrated noise, however, a two-times difference has been observed for 
the sample with a bump.  

The performance comparison presented in Figure 23 is not completely valid because the 
operating temperature of a QWIP is 70K. At the temperature of the noise measurement, 77 K, the 
photocurrent constitutes <10% of QWIP’s total current. To make the comparison at 70K possible, 
the assumption was made that the whole noise spectrum reduces in magnitude with temperature 
proportionally to the reduction in the dark current. Then the noise current was integrated using 
this “shrinked” spectrum. This approach is correct for the shot-noise limited sample K618 (Figure 
24 (a)). For K660, on the other hand, the noise measured for FPAs from the same batch was about 
twice lower than the total integrated noise current, and very similar to the white-noise 
component. One way to resolve this discrepancy is by assuming different mechanisms of noise 
generation for dark- and photo- currents.  

 

Figure 24. Integrated current noise comparison between the FPA measures and the processed 
values extracted from the noise spectra’s in Fig.22. 
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The exact temperature evolution of the low noise component is unknow since the current 
version of the noise measurement system is fixed to 77K. as a fist approach the magnitude of the 
extra noise seems to decrease with temperature. But the exact temperature dependence is still not 
clear. A development of the noise setup would allow some study on this effect. 

4.4 Origin of the low frequency component 

Presence of the low frequency noise component makes it hard to predict detector performance at 
a is inconvenient for the modelling of the further stages of the infrared detector processing. The 
fact that the noise bump is not present in one of the batches is a relief and a prove that the detector 
can be fabricated and operated at the shot noise limited region. On the other hand, the presence 
of a “noise bump” in one of the batches reveals lack of control in some of the production’s steps.  

A common characteristic of the bumps for all the pixels (see Appendix B) is a high PSD 
value at low frequencies (much higher than the white level) followed by decrease up to the white 
noise region. The slope has been checked and If follows the 1/f2 slope. In a logarithmic scale the 
exponential of the denominator sets the slope of the curve and therefore the PSD evolution 
could not be fitted with a 1/f model. The behavior depicted is typical of GR noise spectra and a 
GR model has been fitted to the PSD of KS2533 in Fig.25. 

The low noise contribution appears for biases >0.1V. When describing it in terms of GR noise, 
lifetime of the charge trapping-release process is ~0.2 – 0.7 ms slow enough to produce 
“flickering” pixels. 

The bump is observed already in pixel level (edge polished samples) and therefore it could be 
originated in the epi-material or mesa etching, but not from the later steps of FPA fabrication 
(deposition of diffraction grating, hybridization, etc.). a defect in those stages could act as a 
generation and recombination elements of low excitation time. 

 

Figure 25. PSD versus frequency for one of the pixels with a strong low frequency component, 
with a GR and white noise fit. 

The minumum before the 1/f2  decay is not accurately fit by the GR mechanism. As pointed 
in [22,23,24] a complex energy structure can cause a non flatnees of the GR low frequency region. 
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The energy bands in a Quantum well can make the traping and detraping mechanism causing the 
Lorenstian shape becomes more complicated. Despite the resolution improvement the lack points 
in the  spectra is also a factor to take into account. 

4.5 Summary 

• The noise measurement system has been proven to work.  

• The noise response to bias for single pixel and pixel arrays of different QWIP batches 

has been acquired 

• This spectra’s have been used for white noise filtering 

• The noise gain has been calculated 

• The use of these spectra has been key to determine discrepancies on different batches 

• Qualitative agreement between the FPA level and the data form the extrapolated 

noise at detector level has been achieved 

• Implementation of a temperature controller on remains a future option in the 

implementation of the system 
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5. Noise in Type-II superlattice 
 

In this section the results from the noise measurements on T2SL sample are presented. The noise 

spectra for three samples with different cut off wavelengths and dark current levels have been 

studied. The noise gain was calculated for all the samples and a study of the influence of the pixel 

geometry on the noise levels was performed. 

5.1. Noise in the mid-wavelength IR  

In this section we present the results corresponding to two MWIR T2SL samples of different dark 

current dependencies (Fig. 26), one with very low dark current level (MWIR1) and one with higher 

dark current (MWIR2) From the shapes of the I-V curves, the limiting dark current mechanism 

of K701 seems to be generation recombination (GR) dark current, while the dominating dark 

current mechanism in K702 appears to be tunneling or possibly GR current.  

 

Figure.26. A: Dark current corresponding to two MWIR1 and MWIR2 T2SL samples pixel sizes 

of 15x15 µm2 and  13x13µm2 respectively. 

The procedure followed for the acquisition of the noise spectra is the same as in the QWIP 

case. These detectors normally operate around 85K, close to the temperature used during the 

noise measurements (77K). The noise spectra acquired in the noise measurement station 

therefore serve as good indicators of the possible noise sources in the T2SL FPA. The results of 

those measurements are displayed in Fig.27. 

Figure.27. A: Noise spectra corresponding to the T2SL detector sample MWIR1 (design 1, 5.1µm 

cut-off wavelength). B: Noise spectra corresponding to the T2SL detector sample MWIR2 (design 

2 with 5.5µm cut-off wavelength).  

A B 
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The measurements of the noise in the K701 detector show very low noise current without bias 

dependence (Fig. 27A) although a bias dependence is observed in the dark current measurements 

(Fig. 26). The expected shot noise (√4𝑞𝐼0) of this sample should be on the order of 3-8 fA, which 

is actually lower than the measured values in Fig 25. The maximum ampl. gain values used during 

these measurements were 1E8 – 1E9 V/A  and hence the measured noise in Fig. 27A correspond 

to the noise floor of the amplifier (~4.3 - 13 fA/Hz (Table 3)).  

The MWIR2, which has significantly higher dark current than MWIR1, present a completely 

different noise behavior. A significant 1/f contribution dominates the low frequency part of the 

spectra, which could be attributed to high defect / trap density in the sample as discussed in 

section 2.2.5. The presence of this component, however, dilutes at high frequencies specially for 

low biases in which the white region is more clearly appreciated. 

Noise gain calculations were performed for these two MWIR samples, which show 

unreasonably high noise gain values for both samples (values in the range 0.9 – 1.5 are expected 

in a shot noise limited regime, [4]). For MWIR1, high values are obtained, this is due to that the 

sample noise is below the limit of the measurement sensitivity. For MIWR2, the high derived gain 

is simply an artefact of the large corner frequency for the 1/f component. Noise gain calculations 

are only valid if the measured noise is limited by the shot noise component, and it is clear that the 

white noise region is buried under the 1/f component in the measured noise of MIWR2. 

Is for that reason that the for the MWIR2 the parameter used for the study is the 1/f 

magnitude to white noise ratio. Choosing as 1/f magnitude 1Hz noise component. The study was 

conducted in MWIR2 for different pixel sizes consisting in several perimeter to area ratios. The 

result of these measurements corresponding to the spectra’s bias evolution of the 13x13µm2 pixel 

(Fig.26B) and for the different test cells, is presented in Fig.28. 

 

Figure.28. Amplitude of the 1/f noise component at 1 Hz relative to the white-noise level vs 

perimeter-to-area ratio of the test cells (blue), and its bias dependence for (13 μm )2 cells (orange). 

From Fig. 28 it can be appreciated that the magnitude of the 1/f component relative to the 

white noise level has a moderate dependence on the applied bias. Moreover, the dependence on 

the P/A ratio is very weak, showing little influence of the surface traps on the low frequency 

component due to an efficient passivation. 
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5.2. Noise in the very long wavelength IR  
 

In this section we present the results for T2SL detector with 12µm cutoff wavelength. For this 

sample, dark current and noise measurements were performed for samples with different shapes 

and sizes to study the effect of geometry on noise and surface leakage.     

The noise spectra for the 30x30µm2 VLWIR T2SL pixel is presented in Fig.29B. a mix of 1/f 

and 1/f2 noise (f<100Hz) and white noise (f>100Hz). The white region of the noise spectra in the 

reverse bias (Fig. 29B) show a very moderate bias dependence. This correlates well with the 

flatness of the measured (diffusion limited) dark current in reverse bias (Fig.29A) and explains 

the bias independence of the shot noise.  

 

Figure.29. A: Dark current corresponding to 30x30µm2 pixels of the VLWIR T2SL sample. B: 

PSD corresponding) to 3 bias values. 

Since the zero bias spectrum also present a low frequency component (1/f) the proceeding 

used to study the bump relation with the white noise (dark current) different to the one followed 

in the previous section. In this case the bump is characterized by the integration of the spectra 

from 5Hz to 30Hz. The result of the evolution of this ratio with bias is displayed in Fig.30. the 

constant behavior across the bias sweep suggest that the onset value relative to the shot noise is 

independent of the applied bias. More study needs to be done in this direction to determine the 

cause of it.  

 

Figure.30. Bias dependence of the 10 Hz noise bump’s magnitude relative to the white-noise 

level for a 30 μm2 cell. 

A B 
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The wide variety of shapes and sizes offered by the sample allows to perform studies of the 

influence of both perimeter/area ratio and shape on the noise and noise gain, where the noise 

gain is the ratio between the measured noise and the shot noise. In Fig.31A, the noise gain 

calculation is presented for the different shapes ordered by perimeter, including the 30x30µm2 

data. The noise values taken from the white noise region (>100Hz). The gain results show values 

very close to the unity, which indicates a shot noise limited performance. This is consistent with 

the results presented in  [4], where gain values between 0.7-1.3, stable across the bias sweep, were 

observed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.31. A: Bias dependence of the noise gain B: Bias dependence of the noise current densities 

of the white noise for different pixel shapes and sizes. 

In Fig.31B, a comparison of the white noise current densities is presented for different pixel 

shapes and sizes, corresponding to different perimeter-to-area (P/A) ratios. Noise current density 

values are used instead of noise current to enable direct comparison of detectors with different 

sizes. There is a clear correlation between the perimeter-to-area ratio and the white noise current 

density. Pixels with lower P/A ratios exhibit lower noise values (Fig. 32), indicating that noise at 

the surface of the detector contribute significantly to the noise in these detectors. Traps/defects 

at the sidewalls of the pixels could result in this effect, when carriers are trapped and released 

from these states. Although the squares follow the trend depicted on Fig.31 (0.13P/A), the vertex 

of the square sized pixels can potentially also be enhancing this effect, but since the P/A-ratios 

are different for the different pixels it cannot be stated unambiguously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.32. White noise current density versus perimeter to area ratio, data extracted from the 

pixels of Fig.31. 

B A 
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5.3. Summary 
 

• Bias dependencies of noise in T2SL detectors with different pixel sizes, shapes and cut-

off wavelengths have been studied.  

• Noise measurements on MWIR T2SL detectors with low dark current are limited by the 

sensitivity of the noise measurement station. Reliable results could only be achieved for 

MWIR detectors with high dark current.  

• 1/f noise was identified as the dominating noise component in MWIR T2SL detector with 

high dark current.  

• The VLWIR detectors studied exhibit shot noise limited behavior for frequencies > 100 

Hz. 

• A dependence of the P/A ratio was observed in VLWIR T2SL detector pixels indicating a 

significant contribution of noise from the side walls of the detector pixels. 
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6 Conclusions 

In this section the conclusions extracted from the project are presented. The limitations 
encountered during the course of the project are mentioned and suggestions how to overcome 
these limitations are discussed. 

6.1 Conclusions 

A noise measurement system has been implemented at IRnova. The system establishes 
communication between all the elements in the noise acquisition setup. The acquisition of the 
data can be performed at a higher resolution than manually. The system also postprocesses the 
data from the spectrum analyzer including a signal conditioning filter. The limitations of the noise 
measurement station regarding the noise floor have been studied.   

After the parameters are set no human intervention is required to perform the noise 
measurements. The result from a noise measurement is the PSD for a certain frequency range for 
different biases. This type of analysis has been applied for the study of QWIP and T2SL structures. 
The noise measurement system has proven to work with high adaptability to different samples 
with different pixel sizes and several structures. 

Regarding the study in QWIP, the bias dependence of the noise has been measured for single 
pixels and pixel arrays of different QWIP batches. The samples have been analyzed and it has 
proven that IRnova QWIP detectors are shot noise limited. A GR low frequency component 
encountered in some single pixel measurements has been correlated with additional noise at FPA 
level in the corresponding fabrication batches. The qualitative agreement between both 
measurements and post analysis of the integration time has led to the conclusion that defects in 
the epi-material or mesa etching was the cause of this additional noise component. 

Finally, noise studies were performed for mid wave and very long wavelength IR T2SL 
detectors. The measurements indicate that high dark current in T2SL results in 1/f noise. The very 
long infrared detectors have shown a potential performance in the shot noise limited region 
despite a low frequency component. An influence of the perimeter to area ratio on the noise level 
in VLWIR detectors have been observed, indicating that the noise level could be correlated with 
the presence of defects/traps at the side walls of the pixels.  

6.2 Limitations and future work 

The limitations encountered during the project have mainly been due to the intrinsic limitations 
of the noise system itself and its components. For instance, this prevents measurement on 
samples with very low dark current and potentially low noise.  

The 8-channel connection from the measurement rod has been a time-consuming step in the 
performance of the measurements.  The gold wiring on to the sample allowed to connect 8 pixels 
with 8 channels, however only one channel could be measured at a time. 

The installation of a multi switch to automatically change from one channel to another after 
the measurement is performed remains an option for the further automatization of the noise 
measurement station. The disadvantage of such a solution is however that additional noise may 
be added by the multi switch itself. 

Finally, and most importantly the temperature controller. The inclusion of a temperature 
controller in the measuring station would have required a lot of time and possibly a complete 
rethink of the measuring station since the cooling system and chamber must have been replaced. 
This was not possible within the frame of this project and has restricted the studies in this thesis 
to one temperature (77K).This temperature is different from the operating temperature of some 
of the FPAs studied which makes a comparison more complicated. Moreover, the temperature 
sweep would also have been of great interest since it would have enabled studies of the evolution 
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of the low noise contributions with temperature. Therefore, a great improvement in the noise 
measurement setup would be to include a temperature controller. 
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Appendix A: Software code 

1. import visa   
2. import matplotlib   
3. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
4. import numpy as np   
5. from timeit import default_timer as timer   
6. import time   
7. import ctypes   
8. from ctypes import *   
9.    
10. rm = visa.ResourceManager()   
11. rm.list_resources()   
12.    
13.    
14. '''Discover the instruments via GPIB (or USB - for DLPCA-200) interface'''   
15. # Check communication with the VOltage source - both frame and bias supply uni

t   
16. v_source = rm.open_resource('GPIB0::0::INSTR')   
17. v_source.timeout = 10000   
18. print(v_source.query("*IDN?"))   
19. v_source.write('SNDT1,"*IDN?"') #query the idn of the  module1 in the SIM 900 

main frame   
20. time.sleep(2.5)   
21. print(v_source.query('GETN?1,51')) # get the idn of the module1 of the mainfra

me. 51 length of th message   
22.    
23. # Check communication with the Spectrum analyzer   
24. spectrum_analyzer = rm.open_resource('GPIB0::10::INSTR')   
25. spectrum_analyzer.read_termination='\n'   
26. spectrum_analyzer.timeout = 10000   
27. print(spectrum_analyzer.query("*IDN?\n"))   
28.    
29. # Load the DLL for DLPCA-200 via LUCI-10 interface   
30. libc=CDLL("C:\Program Files (x86)\FEMTO\LUCI-

10\Driver\LUCI_10_x64.dll") #load the femto Dll file   
31. print(libc.EnumerateUsbDevices())   
32. libc.LedOn(1)   
33. print(libc)   
34.    
35. def optimize_gain2(setting,mode):#setting: AC=0 DC=1  mode: High speed:0 Low n

oise:1   
36.     coef=0 # number to determine the gain once the setting and mode are define

d   
37.     gain_list=[1e5,1e6,1e7,1e8,1e9,1e10,1e11] #list of high speed gain   
38.     class Status5(Structure):   
39.         _fields_ = [("stat", c_int)]   
40.     if setting==1:    
41.         coef=coef+8   
42.     if mode==1:   
43.         coef=coef+16   
44.         gain_list=[1e3,1e4,1e5,1e6,1e7,1e8,1e9] #list of low noise   
45.     for i in range(7):    
46.         gain_code=6+coef-i  # go from high to low gain   
47.         libc.WriteData(1,gain_code,0)   
48.         time.sleep(3.5)   
49.            
50.         values=[]   
51.         for k in range(50):  # store the overload pin for 5 secodns   
52.             my_status=Status5()   
53.             libc.GetStatusPin5(1,byref(my_status))    
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54.             ovl_i=my_status.stat   
55.             values.append(ovl_i)   
56.             time.sleep(0.1)   
57.         print(np.mean(values))      
58.         if np.mean(values) <=0.8:   # it goes from high to low so the problem 

  
59.             break                     # would be to read a overload when it is

 not the case. the mean prevents this case.   
60.         if i==6 and np.mean(values)==1:   
61.             print('Overload in all the range of gains')   
62.               
63.     gain=gain_list[gain_code-coef] # store the optimized gain   
64.     print('Gain set to %E'%gain)   
65.     return gain,gain_code   
66.    
67. def data_adquisition_hr(na,rex,span_code,f0,span):   
68.     full_range_list=[]   
69.     for i in range(rex):   
70.         print(i,na,rex,span_code,f0,span)   
71.         time.sleep(10)   
72.         spectrum_analyzer.write("SPAN %d"%(span_code-rex/2))   
73.         print("SPAN %d"%(span_code-rex/2))   
74.         time.sleep(1)# set the span   
75.         spectrum_analyzer.write("STRF %0.2f"%(f0+i*span/rex))   
76.         print("STRF %0.2f"%(f0+i*span/rex))   
77.         time.sleep(2)# set the start frequency   
78.         spectrum_analyzer.write("AUTS")     
79.         spectrum_analyzer.write("NAVG %f"%na) # set the number of averages   
80.         spectrum_analyzer.write("AVGO 1")#averaging on:1 off:0      
81.         spectrum_analyzer.write("STRT\n") # start   
82.         print('Average set to %0.3f'%na)   
83.    
84.         av_done=0   
85.         spectrum_analyzer.query("FFTS?4\n")  # average done status pin   
86.         while ((av_done & 1) == 0 ):   
87.             av_done = int(spectrum_analyzer.query("FFTS?4\n"))   
88.             time.sleep(0.5)  # run until the averages are done   
89.         data = spectrum_analyzer.query("SPEC?-1\n") # get data   
90.         print('Data aquired')   
91.    
92.         llista=data.split(",")   
93.         llista2=[]    
94.         for i in range(399):   
95.             a=float(llista[i]) # process the data into a list   
96.             llista2.append(a)   
97.    
98.         full_range_list.append(llista2)   
99.     return(sum(full_range_list, []))   
100.    
101. def set_analyzer(span0,fc):   
102.     span_list= [0.191, 0.382,0.763,1.5,3.1,6.1,12.2,24.4,48.75,97.5,195

,390,780,1.56e3,3.125e3,6.250e3,12.5e3,25e3,50e3,100e3]   
103.     span_code_list= [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19]

   
104.     span=min(span_list, key=lambda x:abs(x-span0))     
105.     span_code=span_code_list[span_list.index(span)] # select the span c

ode closest to the span that has been set   
106.     spectrum_analyzer.write("SPAN %d"%span_code) # set the span   
107.     spectrum_analyzer.write("STRF %f"%fc) # set the central frequency   
108.     spectrum_analyzer.write("MEAS-

1,1") # measurement type. spectrum:0 PSD:1 time:2 octave:3   
109.     spectrum_analyzer.write("UNIT-

1,1") # Vpk/deg:0 Vrms/rads:1 dBV:2 dBVrms:3   
110.     spectrum_analyzer.write("ACTG 1")# active trace to trace0:0 or trac

e1:1   
111.     spectrum_analyzer.write("AOFM0")  # autooffset mode off   
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112.     spectrum_analyzer.write("AVGO 0") # averages off. I prefer to do th
e autorange without averaging mode on   

113.     spectrum_analyzer.write("STRT\n") # Start   
114.     return span,span_code   
115.        
116.    
117. def data_adquisition(na):   
118.     spectrum_analyzer.write("AUTS")  # autosclae   
119.     spectrum_analyzer.write("NAVG %f"%na) # set the number of averages 

  
120.     spectrum_analyzer.write("AVGO 1")#averaging on:1 off:0      
121.     spectrum_analyzer.write("STRT\n") # start   
122.     print('Average set to %0.3f'%na)   
123.        
124.     av_done=0   
125.     spectrum_analyzer.query("FFTS?4\n")  # average done status pin   
126.     while ((av_done & 1) == 0 ):   
127.         av_done = int(spectrum_analyzer.query("FFTS?4\n"))   
128.         time.sleep(0.5)  # run until the averages are done   
129.     data = spectrum_analyzer.query("SPEC?-1\n") # get data   
130.     print('Data aquired')   
131.        
132.     llista=data.split(",")   
133.     llista2=[]      
134.     for i in range(399):   
135.         a=float(llista[i]) # process the data into a list   
136.         llista2.append(a)   
137.     return(llista2)   
138.    
139. def reference_signals_hr(gain_code_list,gain_list,na,rex,span_code,f0,s

pan): # get all the references corresponding to all the gains.   
140.     unique_gain_code_list = list(set(gain_code_list))     
141.     unique_reference_list = []   
142.     reference_list = []   
143.     print("------------REFERENCE-----------")   
144.     #print(gain_list)   
145.     #print(gain_code_list)   
146.     #print(unique_gain_code_list)   
147.     for i in range(len(unique_gain_code_list)):   
148.         v_source.write('SNDT1,"VOLT0"') #set the voltage to 0   
149.         time.sleep(5)   
150.         libc.WriteData(1,unique_gain_code_list[i],0) # set the gain   
151.         time.sleep(10)   
152.         spectrum_analyzer.write("ARNG 1") #autorange on   
153.         time.sleep(20)    
154.         spectrum_analyzer.write("ARNG 0") # autorange off. i do that so

 the range doest change during the measurements.   
155.         time.sleep(15)   
156.         range_value=float(spectrum_analyzer.query("IRNG?\n")) # query t

he range   
157.         print("Range set to %.3fdB"%range_value)   
158.           
159.         reference_i = data_adquisition_hr(na,rex,span_code,f0,span)  # 

aquire the data    
160.         print(unique_gain_code_list[i])   
161.         unique_reference_list.append(reference_i)     
162.     for kx,_ in enumerate(gain_code_list):   
163.         for ky,y in enumerate(unique_gain_code_list):   
164.             if y == gain_code_list[kx]:                      
165.                 reference_list.append(unique_reference_list[ky])   
166.     return reference_list    
167.    
168. def noise_response(V0,Vf,nb,fc,span0,na,setting,mode,rex):   
169.     print("------------NOISE RESPONSE-----------")   
170.        
171.     signals=[]   
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172.     gain_list=[]   
173.     gain_code_list=[]   
174.     range_list=[]   
175.     background_list=[]   
176.     bias_list=np.round(np.linspace(V0,Vf,nb),decimals=3)  # create the 

bias list. the sectrum analyther resulution only to 1mV   
177.     span,span_code=set_analyzer(span0,fc) #set analyzer ot initial cond

itions and return the real span   
178.     freq_list=np.linspace(fc,fc+span,399*rex) #3 with the actual span. 

create the freq list   
179.     v_source.write('SNDT1,"OPON"') #turn V source ON   
180.     for i in range(nb): # for all the bias points   
181.         v_source.write('SNDT1,"VOLT%f"'%bias_list[i]) #set the voltage 

  
182.         v_source.write('SNDT1,"VOLT?"') # send the query voltage comand

 to the sim900   
183.         gain_i,gain_code_i=optimize_gain2(setting,mode) # set the gain 

  
184.            
185.         spectrum_analyzer.write("AVGO 0") # averages off   
186.         spectrum_analyzer.write("STRT\n") # start   
187.         spectrum_analyzer.write("ARNG 1") # autorange on   
188.         time.sleep(10) # wait while it autoranges  15s   
189.         spectrum_analyzer.write("ARNG 0") # autorange off   
190.         time.sleep(5) #5s   
191.         range_value=float(spectrum_analyzer.query("IRNG?\n")) # query t

he range   
192.         print("Range set to %.3fdB"%range_value)   
193.            
194.         V_set=float(v_source.query('GETN?1,80')[5:]) # get the answer o

f the  voltage sim928   
195.         if V_set== bias_list[i]: # if the voltages has been set properl

y   
196.             print("Voltage set to %.3fV"%V_set)   
197.                
198.             llista2=data_adquisition_hr(na,rex,span_code,fc,span) # aqu

ire the data with na= number of averages   
199.             #llista2=data_adquisition(na)   
200.             signals.append(llista2) # fill in the list that will be ret

urned   
201.             gain_list.append(gain_i)   
202.             gain_code_list.append(gain_code_i)   
203.             range_list.append(range_value)   
204.         else:   
205.             print("Error setting the voltage")   
206.                
207.             print(V_set,bias_list[i])   
208.     #ref_noise=reference_signals_hr(gain_code_list,gain_list,na,rex,spa

n_code,fc,span) # get the reference voltages for all the gains   
209.     return(signals,freq_list,gain_list,range_list,bias_list)     
210.    
211.     %matplotlib   
212.     freq_list=np.linspace(0.9,781.250,399*2)   
213.     RAW_DATA=plt.figure()   
214.     for i in range(len(signals)):   
215.         plt.plot(freq_list,20*np.log10(signals[i]),label='%0.3fV'%bias_

list[i],linewidth=1)   
216.    
217.     plt.xscale("log")   
218.     plt.ylabel(r'Voltage nosie $(\frac{dBV}{\sqrt{Hz}})$')   
219.     plt.xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')   
220.     leg = plt.legend();   
221.     plt.legend(frameon=False, loc='upper right', ncol=3)   
222.     plt.title("Raw data from SR770 FFT")   
223.     #plt.plot(freq_list,[20*np.log10(13e-

15*1e10)]*399,"k:",label='Amplifier')   
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224.     #plt.plot(freq_list,[20*np.log10(43e-15*1e9)]*399,"k:")   
225.     RAW_DATA.show()   
226.     #plt.xlim(1,790)   
227.    
228. #----------------------------------50Hz peack filter..............   
229. index=[]   
230. %matplotlib   
231. for i in range(len(freq_list)):   
232.     if i >10:   
233.         f=freq_list[i]   
234.         if f % 50 >45:   
235.             index.append(i)   
236.         if f % 50 <5:   
237.             index.append(i)    
238. filter_f= np.delete(freq_list, index)   
239. filter_signal= []   
240. for i in compensated_signals:   
241.     filter_signal.append(np.delete(i, index))   
242.        
243. for i in range(len(filter_signal)):   
244.     plt.plot(filter_f,np.power(filter_signal[i],1),label='%0.3fV'%bias_

list[i],linewidth=1)   
245.        
246.    
247.    
248. plt.ylabel(r'Curret noise $(\frac{A}{\sqrt{Hz}})$')   
249. plt.xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')   
250. leg = plt.legend();   
251. plt.legend(frameon=False,ncol=3)   
252. plt.xscale("log")   
253. plt.yscale("log")   
254.    
255.    ### Current vs f   
256.    
257. for i in range(len(filter_signal)):   
258.     plt.plot(filter_f[1:],filter_signal[i][1:],label='%0.3fV'%bias_list

[i],linewidth=1)   
259. #plt.plot(filter_f[1:],1e-7*np.power(filter_f[1:],-1))   
260. plt.yscale("log")   
261. plt.ylabel(r'Current Noise $(\frac{A}{\sqrt{Hz}})$')   
262. plt.xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')   
263. plt.yscale("log")   
264. plt.xscale("log")   
265. leg = plt.legend();   
266. #plt.xlim(1,1e3)   
267. #plt.ylim(1e-15,1e-6)   
268. plt.legend(frameon=False,loc="upper right", ncol=3)   
269.    
270.    
271.     ###PSD vs f   
272.        
273.     for i in range(len(filter_signal)):   
274.         plt.plot(filter_f[1:],np.power(filter_signal[i],2)[1:],label='%

0.3fV'%bias_list[i],linewidth=1)   
275.         plt.yscale("log")   
276.     plt.ylabel(r'PSD $(\frac{A^2}{Hz})$')   
277.     plt.xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')   
278.     plt.yscale("log")   
279.     plt.xscale("log")   
280.     leg = plt.legend();   
281.     #plt.plot(filter_f,1e-17/filter_f,"k--")   
282.        
283.     plt.legend(frameon=False, loc="upper right", ncol=3)   
284.        
285.        
286. #plt.xlim(1,1e3)   
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287. #plt.ylim(1e-30,1e-12)   
288.    
289.    
290. import csv   
291. measurement_number=8   
292. with open("K701_7_2.csv", "w") as f:   
293.     writer = csv.writer(f)   
294.     for row in filter_signal:   
295.         writer.writerow(row)   
296.    
297. import csv   
298. measurement_number=8   
299. with open("K701_7_2_f.csv", "w") as f:   
300.     writer = csv.writer(f)   
301.     writer.writerow(filter_f)  
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Appendix B: Additional QWIP results 
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